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2018 Notes #A 

John W. Warner IV 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

 

 

• Operation Mannequin, James Casbolt: 

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_mannequin03a.htm#CHAPTER%20

ONE 

CIA runs Australia. Pedos and satanic rings everywhere. 

Only above Freemason deg 33 are initiates taught about the real stuff. Its dark Illuminati 

shit. 

Howard Hughes used sex spies to find out about cabal and its influence on military 

contractors and contracts he wanted. He found out that in Korean War our guys got 

ambushed all the time. The UN was the leak, disinformation proved. 

“The Plan”: 5 in. binder. Cabal defeat. Ike was in on it. JFK too. Formation of “Alliance” 

Cuban missile crisis was cabal effort to start ww3. 

Iran-Contra was alliance taking on cabal. Disclosure. CIA cocaine. Fund more terrorists. 

Vicious cycle. Mena Arkansas. Clintons. “American Made” film. Whitewater trials 

involved this coke money. Military plane of flag officers taken out. Oklahoma bombing 

next. FFO. All the Whitewater docs were in the federal building. No indictments. Then 

Monica to distract USA folks. Finally 9/11 attack. Alliance Navy ONI office in Pentagon. 

Now we have Q anon. No more near misses. 9/11 plane people are now in DUMBS 

working forever 

Alliance has video & audio & docs, overwhelming evidence. 

Adobe came out with voice software to cover cabal asses. You can fake voices. 

OP NORTHWOODS, JFK. Cuban FFO plane 

crashes into monuments. 

Illuminati masks are based on Roman saturnalia 

festivals and Venetian carnivals: See Kubrick 

Eyes wide shut explained: 

Asir, Asgard. Planet 001 on stargate code. 

Orbits a pulsar. Valhalla. Egypt portal just like 

Stargate film. 

1980’s cocaine/heroin. US Gov. Reagan. 
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Chemical makers put in so they could tell date and manufacture location so that any 

subgrade shit was tracked down and those dealers were dealt with. Iran-Contra. 

Money went to black projects. Afghanistan. Iraq. 

Centaurians: strong humans like us, tall. Pale skin, violet eyes. Diamond pupils. 

Scalloped mouth like a cat. Alpha Centauri. Here on Earth now. Authorized immigration. 

Contact lenses. Snap in dental plate. Makeup. Like the underground. Bases. House with 

elevator. Like to gamble privately in Vegas for fun. Psychic Olympics, cheat at games. 

Small town provided for them. Paradise CA. Friendly. Euphoric ESP. Special dentists. 

Farmers market friendly. 

Personnel provided for keeping them happy, treaty. Burned down in wildfires. HAARP 

wind (Santa Annas) Disclosure imminent by Centaurians themselves? Sad…no one 

knows how many survived. 

Bad actor message fires. Cabal tit for tat. 

 

 

• Pedophilia and Peter Pan (Moloch). God of rape and perversion.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZlyQeIMdKRM 

 

 

• Off Hawaii, there were container barges that may have dumped containers of people to 

avoid detection in port. FEMA barges. Human trafficking. Slave ships of old did the 

same. 

 

• Project Tricks No Treats: human trafficking 

 

• Ben Fulford: 
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Western civilization reboot 2019? 

70K indictments, prison barges.  

George Clooney and Syrian white helmets arrested. Gitmo. Sarin gas, organ harvesting. 

Sec-def. Robert David Steele. SSP disclosure. 

Japanese royals…economy reset financial system 

 

• Parkes:  Beatles didn’t write most of their songs. Tavistock drugs & mind control for 

masses, specialists. Music for young people mind control. Govts give money for this. 

1966-69, humanity almost broke free of the matrix system, peace & love, activism. Star 

Trek. 

1970-on. Cabal stepped up chemtrails, Draco spraying, media entertainment, drugs, 

GMO food, everything. 

Elites are instructed what meds & vitamins to take. Better med care. Will go 

underground. 

Indictments must be opened in 2019, publicly. 

General Mattis: troops needed for our military govt. Home for xmas! 

CNN may bitch, but families are happy! 

Aluminum chemtrails before DEW on Cally fires. Mirrors. HOT burn. 

 

 

• Kerry Cassidy:  US troops fighting reptilians in Iraq/Iran/Afghan. (Minds wiped after 

combat using Blank Slate tech in planes/trucks/ships) 

Mars base has different gravity in areas for ETs that need it. 

Henry Deacon said the reptilians wore armor and masks, everyone bowed to them!  

Rothschilds are in charge of Earth SSP.  

JACOB, an insider, high up. 

Separate internet. Piggybacks on ours. Packets, dense. No one can detect them. 

Blacknet…classified. Deep State info. 

Marines are being trained now for underground warfare. 

Mk Ultra Glitches and Strange Behaviors 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lD2e80vLjAI 
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• Parkes 

Maybe entire solar system is under the negative agenda false reality, that would explain 

LOC and Mars being Nazi controlled. 

Orion Flying Lions, cat beings. 4D. Agreement with Draco, a pact. Neutral. Royal 

Matriarchy. Sirius and Orion represented in ancient Egypt. Were on Mars. Face is lion. 

Sense of humor. 

Spirituality is a galactic human trait only. Lions and everyone else jealous. 

Humor:  Mantids try hard with corny jokes. Copycats. 

In the military, a reptilian knows what you’re going to say before you do. Fast. Raw info, 

not sophisticated higher soul stuff, just rept. Brain activities. Dangerous adversaries that 

way. 

Mantids can communicate with human children without brain damage to the kids. 

Project MKOFTEN:  special drugs, satanic, prisoner tests, occult as a military weapon. 

 

 

• Thanks for the Memories, by Brice Taylor, book. (aka. Susan Ford) 

MJ12 ordered the CIA to train “Sex slaves” as robots by using child torture and rape, age 

2-8, in a Monarch program. These “Million Dollar Babies” as coined by Kissinger, the 

lead man on the project, had sex by the Kennedys, Bob Hope, the rat pack, Alan 

Greenspan, Reagan, Nixon, LBJ, Ford, etc. “Safe” girls as slaves and spies. No security 

leaks by hookers. 

 

 

Training Farms, other women taught them sex 

techniques. More harsh programming. Electronics, lights, 

sounds. Psychic abilities enhanced. MK ULTRA. 

Photographic and perfect memory. No one suspects a 

young girl. 

Many abortions eaten by satanic cults. Most bigwig folks 

are pedos and Satanists by design. A control tactic, 

blackmail. Mutilations. Rape. Murder, torture. 

(Mellons? Dad? ---I wonder? Disgusting possibility.) 
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The CIA said these were national security-trained pros, disease-free, and would be safer 

than outside civilian prostitutes. 

Brice was 10 years old in 1961, and was having sex with all 3 Kennedys. Further 

torture/brutal rape/bestiality at NASA and military DUMBS for keeping her from waking 

up and remembering. 

This “human technology” was effective, spies that didn’t now they were spies. 

Programmed robots with many “alters.” (Multiple Personality Disorder.) MPD is a lie, a 

cover. Manchurian candidates. 

Project MONARCH. (Draco/Orion tech.) 

MJ12 kept control of Govt officials, celebs, Presidents by this method. 

Reagan tested common prisoners at NASA using the program. MIC wanted compliant 

soldiers, not rebel Nam vets. Lots of top brass. 

Kissinger infiltrated the New Age movement with mind controlled channelers, etc. NWO 

agenda! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sm-x1feeyEs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RCqBKyvzsM8 

4M Satanists in USA says FBI specialist 

Queen Eliz wanted her to mate with Reagan for bloodline children. Brice had a son. 

Mind control a major cabal weapon, HAARP, etc. Cell phones, media. 

Freemasonic “Seal of Oath” is literally satanic child abuse, above 33rd degree. Shriners 

too. 

Freemason courts drop abuse charges. 

Elvis was programmed, physically sick from it. Michael Jackson too. Other big singers. 

FED laundered drug money. 

Disneyland used for torture and rape and programming, trigger events, various rides and 

cartoon characters. Fact and fantasy blurred. Walt was a pedo. Disney employees 

complicit. 

Satanic cults keep everyone in line. Handlers, families, slaves. Personnel. Pyramid 

hierarchy. 

Sick bastards…… 

 

• Wilcock, 12/12/18: 

Saturn rings were once an ABR weapon that could destroy any planet in our galaxy 
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B-ring chunks. Certain moons as death stars. Klerkesdorp spheres. 2 billion old. Mining 

operations on rings are salvage. 500K years ago was Maldek wars. Everything blew up. 

Fallen angels. Book of Enoch. Giants. Mated with us. Preadamites. Asteroid bet is frozen 

oceans & Maldek. Defense grid down. 

375K Annu and Draco came in, no defense. Slavery. War with Preadams. AI uploads into 

photons. Lucifer is AI, hates all bio life. The AI only wants a planet of machines. 

AAIB bank, finally a way to get currency to flow if FED nukes computer wealth. NSA 

white hats have confirmed this. CIA is mostly Alliance now. 

Bitcoin is NSA backup plan to stop corruption. 

 

• Emery Smith: 

“Aquafarians”...official military term for aquatics 

Harmonic scalpel for the tougher autopsies 

ET pineal glands, almond shaped, some had mirrors, 

metallic, hollow, shot light out of them. Special shields 

used by surgeons. Photons go through nerves, nerves 

run by light. Ours too. 

After 60 days the ET could be brought back to life by 

their own people. Goat like eyes, cuttlefish eyes too. 

  Goats square pupil 

Matter is really made of sacred geometry particles. 

Materials wont rust or break down. 

Geometric energy fields and portals. We have big one. 

Aluminum transparent. Lattice, not metallic. Can look like stone in ancient cities 

underground that are billions of years old. Thousands. Intelligent and transdimensional 

“Stone”. Earth is treasure trove from ABR cities, well known. 

Draco and other assholes after these stones. Cabal provides. 

 

 

• Jason Rice, SSP:   

Power move by Draco. Arm the planet just enough to resist and accept central bank and 

control system. FFO. 
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Draco want Breakaway Germans (Neuschawbenlanders) to do planetary police control 

…No 2000 year waiting to create Roman system. FIAT currency. Divided population. 

Elite cabal set up. Like Earth. 

Criminal following code of conduct laws. Cosmic loopholes. Draco power play games. 

Cabal has illusion of control. 

Mars Germans are always in command as #2 to Draco #1. Proxy conquerors and 

command structure. 

Werewolf ET was Draco creation proxy forces. Jason and his Earth troops were hand tied 

and fucked over. Suckers. Bait. Pawns.  

Artificial soldiers on the way for us…DARPA 

Cryogenic weapons by baddies, ablated projectile, blade shape. Cyborgs. Mechanical 

joints and armor. Claws/teeth. Not high intelligence. Base algorithms. Pull triggers. Close 

range. No good tactics. Suicidal. Hari karri. Programmed deficiencies. Losers. 

Karma is served when planet askes Draco & allies for help 

Fire and forget weapon as troops. This is all just a fake show for conquest. 

Holo camo was detected. Draco got their jollies from hand to hand combat. 

Nanite enhancements helped. “Combat Darwinism.” 

There are many spiritual aspects of galactic humans that the Draco covet. 

Mussolini did same in Italy in 1920’s-30’s. No more rural way of life. Militaristic. 

Development. A new MIC. Agrarian culture gone. 

KEW weapons. Area denial field generators. 

Earth is a petri dish, and many competing ETs have been trying to create life that can 

ascend upwards. A lifeform with stronger connection to Source. A Super being? Who’s 

benevolent? What’s the agenda or agendas? We have been through so much horror, war, 

and disease, lies, chaos, and were still here kickin’ ass! 

Draco have no souls? AI fucked it up. Mostly machines now. Nanites and AI. Biological 

or no? No one knows. 

Jason trained in Antarctica and elsewhere. Lack of Schumann resonance was 

troublesome. Nanite appellation machine. Dissolves hair. 

Saved water on ships. Hair gel. Toothbrush had toothpaste in it. 

Fake pay and postcards for morale. AI generated dialog they had to write, personally 

designed for them. 

Psych office. Baseline on entering. Mind wipe shit. Perfect re-insertion 20 years back. 

Lie detector. Every week. They needed your memories. 
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Med lab: enhancements. Nanite enhance therapy. Best chance for survival. Every system 

enhanced. Supersoldier. Adrenal, eyesight zoom. Frequency hearing upgrade. Radiation 

protocols. 

Jason saw it all as armor. Augmentation & training. Grunts. 18 months.  All 

nationalities. MILAB. 

No nanites after 20 and back. Cleansed. Health goes down after. Can be hacked by 

enemy! 

Better sustained top fitness. Mature program, not guinea pigs. 

Western order of battle. German 

briefing. Special intuitive empaths. 

Patriotism, stars&stripes. 

Planet defense. BS. German brass. 

Thick accents. Nacht Waffen. They 

took all the credit and dint mention 

Draco or help in tech, Arrogance. 

Spotty history. Propaganda. 

Provided clones and a coffin for 

families. No turning back. 

 

 

ET craft by Emery Smith. Squares, cubes. 
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Our 3D world has weird effects on entering high dimensional ET craft. Mistakes made. 

Scalar interferometer weapons bring them down. 

an instrument in which the interference of two beams of light is employed to make 

precise measurements. 

Ships below surface are 3D printed. Is it worth digging up? Some are in granite from 

interdimensional navigation mistakes. 

Separating casualties from the craft can be deadly. Mass shipment. Craft heal themselves. 

Formed by sound & consciousness. Bio craft. 

Bubble tents. Contamination. Lots of pathogens. 

Hypobaric chambers for transport 

 

• Ben Fulford: 

Bad actor Saudi will be put under Turkish and Iranian control. CIA 600M contract with 

Amazon, Amazon bought Wash Post. Mass Deep State propaganda has started. Dec 5th 

was Bush media coverage of death. Huber investigations were distracted by this funeral 

shit.  

Denver DUMBS, scientists blew up parts as resistance movement  

 

• Cobra, The Portal: 12/3/18 
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On the  other hand, the Cabal is realizing more and more that they will lose, and they do 

not take defeat lightly. They have recently used Directed Energy Weapons in California 

to burn masses of people alive: 

Their occult purpose behind this mass murder was to create a fire sacrifice to create a 

negative anomaly vortex to attract more of the cosmic primary anomaly to planet Earth to 

prolong their control of the planet. 

The truth is that there is very little primary anomaly left outside of our planet, and dark 

forces find it increasingly more difficult to replenish their resources of anomalous plasma 

and negative entities entering planet Earth through tunnels of Set. There is a huge 

information war regarding intel about the plasma and anomaly status around our planet, 

and it is very difficult to get reliable information. It now appears that most of the 

remaining anomaly is coming to Earth from the Taurus dark cloud: 

Such a thing as the complete opposite of the absolute force of Light and divine Love was 

unthinkable, it had never been seen in the history of creation. But here it was, developing 

under the leadership of the fallen angels who had turned against Source and the spiritual 

order. The dark expanded their activities and sphere of influence and as a reaction the 

spirits of Light decided to contain the dark so that it wouldn’t spread further into the 

universe. As far as I understand the dark have directly affected 3 galaxies, the Milky 

Way, Andromeda and one other neighboring galaxy. Out of more than 100 billion 

galaxies that exist this is a tiny portion, but nevertheless the impact on creation is huge as 

everything is connected and fully conscious spirits have unlimited perception. There are 

no quick and easy fixes for the error in creation that we know as evil, its inception was 

unexpected and Source itself was hence unprepared for it. That means Source and the 

spiritual order had to come up with ways to tackle the problem of evil, and the primary 

anomaly that is at the root of it. This is how the light forces came about and thus the 

battle between the Light and the dark commenced. It is the mother of all battles; all other 

conflicts are dwarfed by it. 

The weapons that the light forces use are totally different from the weapons the dark 

forces use. The dark uses fear, limitation and privilege, punishment and reward, lies and 

deceit, violence and destruction, repression and hunger, depression and isolation, turning 

the basic needs and motivations of people against them. The Light uses love, 

empowerment, inspiration, truth and revelations, harmony, freedom and nurturing, humor 

and expansion of consciousness, reinforcing the natural characteristics of people as divine 

spirits. The utmost that the dark can achieve is winning people over to the dark and 

destroying their contact with higher self, thus carrying on evil practices and maintaining 

its position. The Light is stronger than the dark as it is where we came from and what we 

are essentially made of. The reach of the Light is boundless and so is its purpose. The 

Light entails creativity, beauty, adventure, fulfillment, delight, euphoria and ecstasy but it 

is by no means limited to that. 

They have boobytrapped Earth with strangelet and toplet bombs, which are based on the 

opposite principle of nuclear bombs. Instead of splitting radioactive atoms up in a chain 

reaction and causing a devastating explosion they will squeeze subatomic particles 

together when activated creating a black hole. This is the main reason why the dark 
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forces on planet Earth have not yet been defeated, they are using the residents of Earth as 

hostages. 

The Resistance Movement. 

One of the key groups of the light forces is the Resistance Movement. It actually 

originated on planet X, a planet with intelligent life located in the far reaches of the solar 

system beyond Pluto that used to be occupied by the dark forces and was liberated in 

1999. Many freedom fighters from planet X then moved to Earth and joined freedom 

fighters from Earth in underground bases that were established since 1975. The main 

objective of the Resistance Movement (RM) is to overthrow the rule of the Cabal. The 

RM uses advanced technologies to monitor activities on the surface of the planet from 

within the underground bases. Before the reinforcements of the millions of freedom 

fighters from planet X joined, the freedom fighters from Earth were already in contact 

with Agartha, and they were heavily besieged by Cabal troops. Their situation was quite 

dire between 1996 and 1999, but the joining of millions of operatives from planet X 

turned the tide. Since then with the help of above ground intelligence officers and secret 

agents the RM has regained the terrain that was lost below the surface and destroyed 

many DUMBs (Deep Underground Military Bases) that were built by the Cabal with tax 

funded black operations budgets. The Cabal’s intention was to equip the DUMBs with all 

necessities for prolonged underground stay, move underground with hand-picked 

assistants such as scientists, professors, doctors, nurses, military staff, architects, builders 

etc. and then unleash hell on Earth with a third world war that was planned to decimate 

the surface population with nuclear weapons, biological weapons and famines. After such 

destruction and pandemics, the world would need all the help it could get and would 

accept total and overt Cabal rule in return for the rebuilding and curing offered. That plan 

has been thwarted by the RM and all DUMBs have been either destroyed or taken over 

by them in cooperation with the so called white hats, officers and soldiers in the positive 

Military. 

 

• Dark Journalist: 

1960’s CIA file on Casey opened. 

Casey fished off Bimini. Atlantis search. E. Hemmingway. 

JFK and Gertrude Stein, another orphic circle in Paris, sex rituals. 5th dimension of time 

was an obsession. 

Deep in the forest of Belgium is a heavily guarded castle so dark few locals even speak of 

it. The Chateau Amerois AKA Mothers of Darkness Castle and it is said to be home to 

some of the Illuminati’s darkest rituals, blackmail parties and more. 

Belgium is NATO. Capital of Illuminati. HQ. 

Ronald Bernard. Witness. 

Bush Sr. “A thousand points of light.”  
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Illuminati code for a special castle room. Highest orders, rituals. Dome with 1000 lights. 

“The most dangerous game”: the hunting of children down on the estate. 

 

• Maritime admiralty Law does not deal with civil affairs; it’s supposed to deal only 

with banking or merchant transactions. 

 

Words are chosen, words are important. They have hidden meanings. 

In 1868 we were now under this law, no more sovereignty. “U.S. Corporation.” 

Corporate law has presidents. Privately owned company. 

So, when a ship arrives at a foreign dock, its merchandise is taken off the ship and unto 

the land. Of course there has to be a way to transfer custody of the merchandise, so a 

certificate is issued to account for each product. The certificate would state on its face the 

“birth date” of the products into the custody of the nation taking ownership. 

Does any of this sound familiar yet? This brings to mind the birth certificate. So, why 

exactly is it required for all babies born to have a certificate of live birth? If certificates 

can establish ownership of something, then who exactly owns us? 

It is said that when we are born, and have had a birth certificate application filed, our 

vessel (flesh and blood body) is considered lost at sea. For this reason, a trust is created in 

our name, and we are the beneficiary of that trust. As the beneficiary, we do not get to 

choose what happens with the trust or the estate within the trust. The executor or trustee 

decides for us what benefits we get from the trust. This trust is actually a private 

international trust, and there is no need for its existence to be divulged to the beneficiary. 

This trust is actually also never “expressed”; it is 100% constructive. Which means that 

when you’re in court, the judge can “construe” the trust however he/she chooses to be for 

their benefit. Usually, they make you the trustee, which makes you liable for whatever 

the trust (strawman) did wrong since the trustee is always a slave to the trust. 

So, back to the birth certificate… It has been proven that the birth certificate is a bond. 

And as such, financial instruments are created from it and traded on the stock markets. 

The proceeds of these transactions go into the estate of the “private international trust” 

that the you are unaware even exists. So there is all this “money” being made off of all of 

us. 

This all began in 1910 when a group of 6 bankers and economic policy-makers held a 

secret meeting at Jekyll Island (you can read all about this in The Creature From Jekyll 

Island). These 6 men represented the wealthiest and most elite people’s interests. The 

purpose of this meeting was to figure out a way to trick the American people into 

allowing a central bank into the country (there were several central banks before this that 

were taken down by the people). Then in 1913 the Federal Reserve Act was signed into 

effect by President Wilson. This was recounted in 1916 by B.C. Forbes, the founder of 

Forbes magazine. It was this act that put us into Maritime Admiralty law. 
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A few years later, in 1921, the Sheppard-Towner Maternity Act was passed by Congress. 

This Maternity Act forced all birth to be registered with the state under the excuse that it 

was for health benefits for the people. This leads us up to 1933 when the government 

took away all the gold and silver with HJR192 and switched the country over to using 

Federal Reserve Notes(these are the dollars we use today).  1933 was also the year in 

which the government went bankrupt, again. So what exactly happened? 

This whole process switched the country from common law, to maritime admiralty law 

because we were no longer allowed to pay for anything with real money (gold or silver). 

We now walk around exchanging negotiable instruments, which is done only in maritime 

admiralty law. 

So what does this mean for us? It means we can never actually fully own anything 

(allodial title) because we have no money of substance to pay with. We are only able to 

pay with promissory notes, which are either in the form of a promissory note (such as 

when you sign a note to purchase a house) or in the form of Federal Reserve Notes. What 

this also means for us is that since we can never legally pay with money of substance, the 

government is actually obligated to discharge any debts we may incur (HJR192). The 

tricky part, is figuring out how to access this holy grail of administrative processes. You 

can’t write out a promise to pay on a napkin and hand it to the bank, making the treasury 

the drawee, and think that you’re going to walk away unscathed. There is definitely more 

to it than that. 

  

• Spanish flu, 1918 

More soldiers died during WWI from disease than from bullets. 

May have been developed at Bayer in Germany 

The pandemic was not flu. An estimated 95% (or higher) of the deaths were caused by 

bacterial pneumonia, not influenza/a virus. 

The pandemic was not Spanish. The first cases of bacterial pneumonia in 1918 trace back 

to a military base in Fort Riley, Kansas. 

From January 21 – June 4, 1918, an experimental bacterial meningitis vaccine cultured in 

horses by the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in New York was injected into 

soldiers at Fort Riley. 

During the remainder of 1918 as those soldiers – often living and traveling under poor 

sanitary conditions – were sent to Europe to fight, they spread bacteria at every stop 

between Kansas and the frontline trenches in France. 

One study describes soldiers “with active infections (who) were aerosolizing the 

bacteria that colonized their noses and throats, while others—often, in the same 
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“breathing spaces”—were profoundly susceptible to invasion of and rapid spread through 

their lungs by their own or others’ colonizing bacteria.” (1) 

The “Spanish Flu” attacked healthy people in their prime.  Bacterial pneumonia attacks 

people in their prime. Flu attacks the young, old and immunocompromised. 

When WW1 ended on November 11, 1918, soldiers returned to their home countries and 

colonial outposts, spreading the killer bacterial pneumonia worldwide. 

During WW1, the Rockefeller Institute also sent the antimeningococcic serum to 

England, France, Belgium, Italy and other countries, helping spread the epidemic 

worldwide. 

During the pandemic of 1918-19, the so-called “Spanish Flu” killed 50-100 million 

people, including many soldiers. 

If the origin of the pandemic involved a vaccine experiment on US soldiers, then the US 

may prefer calling it Spanish Flu instead of The Fort Riley Bacteria of 1918, or 

something similar.  The Spanish Flu started at the location this experimental bacterial 

vaccine was given making it the prime suspect as the source of the bacterial infections 

which killed so many. 

 

• Fluoride. (See: Andrew Mellon). 

A story that isn’t often told, however, is the gift that water fluoridation is to special 

interests. 

Fluoride, a rat poison, was found in big white piles in the Nazi death camps; it pacified 

the prisoners by being added to their water supply. 

 Since sodium fluoride is a waste product of the aluminum production process, water 

fluoridation meant that the aluminum industry could profit from their industrial waste. 

The government also called for initial studies on fluoride under the authority of Treasury 

Secretary Andrew Mellon—who was a founder of the ALCOA aluminum company. 

 

 

• Parkes. 12-2 

Ukraine: school bombing. 19. Crimea. New iconic bridge. 3 Ukrainian boats intercepted. 

Cabal wants ww3. China invade NK? No escape of NK elite. 

Raid on Deutsche Bank. Secret. Prosecutions. Rothschilds pulling out. No lending. 

Madagascar earthquake: Earth may be producing sound for a wakeup call 

Indictments: Trump has friendly Senate. Trump has nothing to lose. Military behind him 

either. Quid pro quo shit going on. 
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Cally fires strategic…cut off escape of certain folks. 

SR. Bush’s dark soul is gone. Won’t come back. Earth too evolved. 

Walt Disney was Satanist. Hollywood particularly bad. Manipulation. Tavistock mind 

control of actors and supersoldiers like Max Spiers, actors like Orlando Bloom, etc. 

Above Majestic doc: 

Some ONI officers are OTO, regarding MK Ultra. 

Romans procured elongated skull priests in Egypt and put them at Constantinople with all 

the scrolls. 

Draco created Christianity afterward through Constantine. 

Admiral Rico Botta told all books were misinformation. Everywhere. Draco rule for 8K 

years. 

Synthetic telepathy is being weaponized by DARPA, interface personnel. 

Biodome too. Global web. Synthetic universal internet. SECURE COMMS. 

Solaris BlueRaven is a published author, clairvoyant, remote viewer, public speaker and 

MT Healer with a professional background in covert projects and metaphysical sciences 

All of above is against Source. Artificial. AI hive mind. Cancel ascension. 

 

• BASHAR: We change our past all the time. Mandela effect is representative of this. All 

realities are true. 

We are always being sent information. Nothing is withheld. We must pay more attention 

to higher self. Be aware. 

RH neg: Annunaki. Sirius star system. Complex story. 

Star Trek:  Vulcans are pretty close. Tholians. Crystal silicon entity. 

No wars in higher planes. War is lack. 

Our neg reality is behind a glass wall. Its dissolving. 

2019 shaky breaky time. Be the calm. No effect on you. 

We use 100% of our brains to fool us into thinking its 10% 

Know what you need to know now. Identic memory, extreme plasticity. 

 

• Dulce Battle, Mark Richards: 

http://extraterrestrialcontact.com/tag/captain-mark-richards/ 
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• DJ 

LBJ was “Senator NASA,” his biggest contribution 

Hemmingway and Gertrude Stein both wanted to know about 5th density existence 

Casey said Hemm was an Egyptian mystic. Hemm liked Cuba, Bimini, keys. New 

Atlantis. Sea fort. 

Was he really looking for U boats? Signs of Bimini road? Temple of Poseidia? 

JFK letters. Wanted to know about quotes in books. JFK knew Stein. 

CIA hated Hemm. Surveillance. Cuban revs. 

Hemm has capsule of secrets. Castro had control. He lived. 

Did Hemm come back to USA in shrimp boat with secrets? 

Mary Hemm gives it to Jackie. Part of JFK library. 

Hemms brother said Hemm was murdered. CIA? Freshwater pool Bimini, lithium. 

CIA looked for Noah’s Ark, $$$ 

Truman published CIA removal editorial after JFKs death, Allen Dulles told him to 

rescind it. Fuck off I’m old. 

Galen Winsor is seen handling and eating uranium and plutonium -- something he had 

done for decades as a nuclear scientist and for making a point in his lectures. Galen is not 

crazy, rather he is trying to show us that what we have been taught about these nuclear 

materials is a lie. 

Sound frequency weapon can cause a mud flood, everything collapses. Jericho. 

Grebennikov….beetles levitate with vibration. Insects may fly using this. Patterns under 

wings. 
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Like TR3b. Bio-gravitational effects are a wide spectrum of natural phenomena, 

apparently not confined to just a few species of insects. There is much empirical data to 

support the possibility of a lowered weight or complete levitation of material objects as a 

result of directed psycho-physical human action (psychokinesis)-e. g. levitation of yogi 

practicing transcendental meditation according to the Maharishi method. There are 

known cases of mediums levitating during spiritistic sessions. However, it would be a 

mistake to think that such abilities are only found in people who are gifted by nature. 

 

• Parkes, Nov 15 

Queen Eliz is the same soul as later queens. Draco princesses. 

Eliz I painted her face white, white royal Draco, domination, lead in paint. Ciakar. 

She went mad from lead.  Special diets.  

Eyes go wild from Rept soul. 

ET war…cally fires are collateral damage & 

cover up 

25k years ago Lemuria/Atlantis war, Lemuria 

patriarchal, Sirius folks 

Agartha was mostly Lemurian, only a few 

Atlanteans 

Draco, Orions, Annu attacked last pockets of 

positivity, made the war happen. Slow 

infiltration. Divide/conquer. 

Tower of Babel with Baphomet & vortex at 

top may have been an artificial portal, like 

CERN 

 

• Penny Bradley: 

Anal rape in MK ultra….the child’s pelvis looks like a butterfly, hence Monarch. 

Bubbles of personalities form. They put butterflies into the children’s’ mouths. 

Adults just go into seizure and die. Kids don’t. 

Death is not an option…regen tanks. You can’t die. No remorse or values or ethics, 

morals. 

Penny Bradley had 30 alters. “Disassociates” Numb. 

Exorcism is spiritual abuse, doesn’t work. She needed Iroquois shaman to help her. 
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Her parents were handlers. Cult. White trash. Mind fractures. 

Girls were interdimensional, navigation. Better psych abilities. Right brain more so. 

Portals between dimensions. Travel between wormholes. Montauk chair. Temporary 

escape. Langley VA.    95% of kids died. 1960’s. Missing kids. 

Butterfly effect…. Go back in time and mess with shit without effecting timeline. She 

stole apples in 1880’s. 

Draco warrior…turtle shell on back. He observed Montauk stuff with her. Turtle DNA. 

THEY DID PAST LIFE REGRESSION TO FIND WHAT ET SHED BEEN. 

150K kids per year for Mars Germans. Agreement. Aries Prime. Raptor war on Mars, 

Mantids too. 

Mind wiped completely. She was schooled in German immersion. Prussian out loud 

teaching. Beatings. Uniforms. Shaved head. Think Hessians too. Obedient. 

Brown dirndl. Brown sweater. Dorky shoes. Female bow tie. Respectful of authority. 

Teutonic. 

Bullying, pecking order. Earth kids had no parents but had psych abilities. She could fry 

electronics or brains. Formed force field in raptor attack. 

Each Nacht Waffen ship had Nazi eagle with picture of planet/moon swastika or black 

sun. Podium. 

Black sun for Valkyrie women troops. Troop unit designation. Arm patch. 

She was US Navy on loan to them. Blue uniform. No swastika. 

Swabian German was the Mars language. Low class accent. Hillbilly. 

Nacht Waffen is the dark fleet. Dark fleet is not the name. “Into the night.” Night 

weapon. 

Aegis Inc makes spacesuits. 

Burrowing blackbirds, cold nights. 70 deg, daytime. Longer days. Sunsets. Lavender. 

Lots of snakes. Reptiles. Coconut crab spiders. 15 ft across. Telepathic with mantids, like 

shepherd dogs. Venom. 

Trees are at the poles. 50 deg. Snow. Forests at south poles. Like junipers. 

Green gel tanks are made of AI black goo with AI removed. Blue gel too. Repair genetic 

problems. Telemeres repaired. No antibiotics. Like it’s a life form. Chips in you will fall 

out. Mantid tech. 

Mantid empire. High tech. Age regression too. The machine that sends you back 20 years 

gives you autoimmune disease, Lupis. Etc. Arthritis, endocrine, heart issues. Maybe die 

before you remember. A cheat? Cosmic law BS? 
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Space Germans: productivity is improved by sexual activity. Lots. Unemotional. Pure 

animal. 

Penny fell in love. A “No-no.” 

“Mars Net” is like dark web. Access limited to your job. Diff languages. Russian & 

English. 

1980’s Freighter: slave and troop transport. Prisoners to cyborg factories. ICC. Cabal in 

space. Millions of cyborgs for sale. ET cyborgs too. Cigar ship. Competition between 

folks.  

Space critters suck energy off engines like Star Trek. Manta rays, blobs, amoebas. 

Plasma engine. EN drive. Old portal system from Builder race. ABR.  

Draco are good to their subject races. They want loyalty and honor. Like Nazis. Terrorize 

bigtime. They own you forever. Owned Earth. Lemuria was their colony. Resented 

Atlantis. 

Penny got radio from Earth. New music. Star Wars films in German subtitles. 

Replicator food. Trash is recycled at molecular level. 7 meal plans. Vodka, beer. New 

uniforms.  

ETs in uniforms. Draco & 

greys. Typical Nazi shit. 

Smart suits, exoskeletons. 

Aegis Corp 

. 

Uniforms, fatigues, dress whites. (wonder if it refers to royal Draco?) 

Tour over. Go home. 

 

• Capt. Mark Richards: 

Son of delegate, played with delegate conference ET children. Windsor castle, prince 

Phillip. 1970. 

1979 SSP navy Capt. 

“Spitfire 10” is Brit UAP saucer. 

He was SSP US Navy, flew with Raptors. Anti-Nazi, Mars war. 
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Battle of Vesta, Deep Space Fleet, Interstellar 

Treaty Conference, China Gate, Dulce War 

 

Raptors are nice & egalitarian. 

USAF Dad was bigwig. Say greys in DUMBS. 

Raptor military fleet, trained in England. 

His grandfather worked with Tesla. 

“Minerva” ship, ancient race built. Alive. Area 

51. Mark talked to her as a friend. Relationship. 

Many missions. Science. Use stars for energy. 

Hiding for him now. 

Nazi, oceanic ET, and US Navy fought 

invaders together. Complex politics. 

Dulce war: Mark participated, we won, cabal 

put him in prison. 3500 rescued. 38K ETs. 

Tortured women and children, grey horrors, Genome Project. Bad shit. 

 

 

• Train children, orphans from Potato famine. UK orphans. 19th century. Is this a cover 

story for Illuminati gilded age rituals and slave labor? Foundling epidemic? Why 

everywhere? Australia? Oliver Twist? Fees. $$$ All over Europe. 

35K per year in Italy.  35-45% of babies born on average. 

1880’s Moscow children sent to countryside. Empty city photos? WTF? 

Black Death….the survivors of Atlantis wiped out? St. Petersburg afterward was empty. 

 

• DJ 

Pine Gap, Alice Springs is a sacred place of Aboriginal “dreamtime” 

Ley Line energy nodal point 

Georgia guide stones. Ley lines, Baalbek & Pentagon ley line. Rosicrucian. X pattern 

stones.  

Not Illum. 
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Space Force set up for Trump, not Obama, Nixon briefed him in 1988 when he moved to 

NYC 

Lots of juice from congress needed. Russians pissed, publicly. 

Nixon probably distrusted Kissinger by 1976. 

Nixon Housekeeper shoplifted in a trance. X Protect message. MK Ultra. 

 Nixon ran CIA Bluebook in 1958 

Trump is mirroring JFK in regard to UFO X file, dangerous game 

Alt Wash DC in Denver because of sea level rise, a plan in place. Alternate government. 

COG. 

Elon Musk is Illum. Grandfather was Canadian Nazi. AI implementation. 

JPF: 

Music and art is mind manipulation, music has cosmology in it. Movie music emotional 

responses 

After WW2, CIA pushes modern art and music. No rules of the ancients. Freedom? 

Soft mind manipulation. Social engineering. NWO. Disharmony in our culture. 

Hess: 

Allen Dulles at Nuremberg, thinks it’s not Hess. Did WC kill the real Hess? 

Dr. Cameron, MK Ultra, sleep deprivation, personality augmentation. Cameron examines 

Hess. 

Hess does not recognize Goring. WTF? Donitz suspicious. Goring says: “Tell us your 

secret Hess!” 

Brits may have programmed doppelganger. Hess didn’t smoke.!! Didn’t eat meat. Hess 

died with Duke of Kent plane crash. 

Political speeches today may have mind control, electronic. VOG. Sports too. 

The big experiment, change perceptions en mass. Like changing an experiment as the 

observer. Mandela effect? 

Langdoc France was Templar/Cathar stronghold. Templars were first MIC with money 

and independence. Double entry accounting. Cooked books. Went out of control. 

Many Templars to Venice. Spain & Portugal. Columbus sails. Switzerland logo. 

Castle supply lines to Spain, drove Moors out.  

Templars in new world for gold, copper, silver, secret supply for Venice bankers who 

manipulate prices.  Old hat by 1492. 
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Otto Rahn: Templar sites. Gold & grail. Lucifer’s stones or crystals. Luciferian rebellion. 

May have found gems in Temple Mount. AND they sacked Constantinople for the maps 

and records. All the Atlantis knowledge. Venice backed this, the blind doge. 

Piri Reis said Columbus had ancient maps. WTF. Queen Isabella knew he’d been there 

before. 

The new world goes public. Genoese bankers, rivals to Venice. Venice liquidates its debt. 

Move money north to Amsterdam. 

Papacy suppressed Dead Sea scrolls because they link Akhenaten with Essenes. 

Jesus may have been Egyptians, Essene? Mystery school. 

a member of an ancient Jewish ascetic sect of the 2nd century BC–2nd century AD in 

Palestine, who lived in highly organized groups and held property in common. The 

Essenes a mystery school are widely regarded as the authors of the Dead Sea Scrolls. 

Descendants of Preadams? 

 

Akhenaten tried to stamp out polytheism. He wanted no demigods worshipped. Exodus? 

Was he Moses? 

Jews went back and forth to Sumeria, everyone wanting bits of astrology and science. 

Huge body of knowledge is the Grail.  

Spain: many Moor and other mystics, Kabballah, Gematria, Egypt shit. 

Then De medici buys lots of manuscripts in Renaissance. Hermetical. Music. Wisdom. 

Tech. Da Vinci had access. 

Gematria /ɡəˈmeɪtriə/ (Hebrew: גימטריה  גמטריא , plural גמטראות or גמטריאות, gematriot) is 

one of several methods of assigning a numerical value to a Hebrew name, word or phrase 

based on its letters. 

Then Sir Francis Bacon and America. Recreate Atlantis. 

Templars and Rosecrucians are into heraldry, bloodline. Important symbols. 

Steganography is heraldry. 

Hospitallers, Teutonic knights, etc. All were after the grail knowledge. 

Steiner: capstones of pyramids all important. Granite makes phonons. Acoustic and 

piezoelectric effects. 

Beethoven’s music is analog, he used pure temperament, not equal temp 

12 notes per octave sound sweet, 10 would suck. Cosmic, Sumerian system. Sexagesimal. 

Pythagoreans knew this. 12 notes. Plato encodes this in his dialog. 
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Political order in Athens is based on all this. Atlantis based on 10 at her end. 

5G is mass manipulation. Many towers, interference patterns. Carrier wave.  

 

• Child Sex Slave Article: 

http://www.gailallen.com/theo/Secrets-of-the-CIA-Global-Sex-Slave-Industry-by-Dr-

Sue-Arrigo.html 

Presidents, DCI, CIA 

 

• Lleana Kaputnik. In solar system, all colonies signed treaty of peace. But cargo is 

stolen routinely. Earth contraband abounds. No Earth stuff allowed, but lots of horse 

trading. Very little music. 
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Med bay for time regression 

 

Temporal regression pod 
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Iroquois are Atlantean, Casey readings 

Unisex folks there too 

50K years ago there was a meeting on how to get rid of the dinosaurs 

Draco made them too aggressive, used to be veggie only 

 

• Jason Rice. 

Gaia is trying to copywrite “disclosure” and “SSP” Is it a Limited Hangout? Everyone 

distrusts everyone in the disclosure movement. 

 

TR3 or TR6 can appear as any aircraft with cloak 
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IDARF. Interplanetary defense and reaction force “E” for Earth patch. 2nd rate soldier 

because not German. 

Arrogant Germans on Mars, genetic mods, super soldiers, since WW2, better educated on 

galaxy reality. Vril Society, R&D, visiting other planets 

Draco helped Germans, build a base in Ant. Proxy in place so Dracs could get at Preadam 

tech. 

222 females wanted by Draco. And 25 years of first rights to tech in ANT. Germans were 

traded. Stunned everyone in cavern. Human mutilation & horrors, psychically. 

Entertainment. 

Draco in full battle armor. 2 Germans witnesses survived. Psychotic. Suicide later. 278 

folks lost. 

Germans would never exchange their own people again. Others traded. 

Plasma weapons made good. DEW 

Big cavern training facility, gliders, plasma rifles 

Cabal and Germans negotiated after Highjump 

German genetics involved in MILAB folks,  

1-5 senior execs in big corps were Germans loyal to cabal and Draco. Antarctic trained. 

Paperclip was 1st stage of this integration into corps. 

USA had resources. We got lions share. 

Mars Germans built bases on Moon. They found out all. Hollow, tech. Lots of ET. 

Jealously guard real estate. Draco gave Nazis land to build. Rip off. Suckered. 100 year 

lease. 

Mars has energetic areas that screw tech up, electronics. Hard to find real estate. Other 

ETs fought Germans, who lost 17K personnel. After they stepped up negotiations with 

Cabal, more personnel. 

Lots of UFO sightings, DC. 1950’s. Cabal was broken by Germans. Nukes, discs. Blew 

up a US navy cruiser at Bikini, small nuke. 4 discs very high. Disc was seen by crew. No 

hits, Limped back to pearl. 

Germans are against the cabal, no love lost. Lost both wars, remember. Proud to dictate 

terms. ICC today. 1950 ANT treaty made. Sovereign nation of ANT Germans. 

Germans got high IQ brain drain folks for personnel. Germans from Mars were in all 

governments and corp board seats. 

Cabal took long game, theyve been around for 1000 years.  
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OP Deep Freeze. Cover for Negotiations. 

150-200K personnel slaves for MARS COLONY. Menial jobs. 

Vril and Thule were good guys. No destructive tech channeled. Blueprints. 

All weapon tech was Draco given. Mind wipe hammer tool  

Germans handed out tech to friendly countries like US 

1970s, Germans lease was up. Built big fleet. Nacht Waffen. 

USA and Russia had common enemy in ANT & Mars Nazis 

Secret projects happened. 1979 mind wipe hammers stolen. By cabal and USA. 

3 CIA, 2 KGB. Snuck on Nazi shuttle. Blew it up. HALO jump out. (Dead now) 

3 years to back engineer mind wipe tech. Scientists used it on themselves. 

ANT Germans in all our USAPS. Now we could have secure USAPS. Blank Slate Wand. 

Solar Warden now a go. Earth space fleet. Projection of power. Reagan briefed on 

shuttles. USA op only. Emulate Germans. Project power in galaxy. LOC in 1986. 

Germans figured out theft. Moved their R&D on Mars now. Our shuttle disaster was a 

message, Chernobyl too.  Our leaders received a mind wipe hammer with the German 

coat of arms as a fuck you message. Time and date of hits too. 

1991 Agreement: Earth Cabal and Mars Germans. 

1980’s Cabal found problems finding property on Moon. Cabal took over LOC, 100 year 

lease. 

Germans wanted to be far away from Draco on Moon. Exchange with ANT Germans. 

Cabal provide 24K soldiers for the Mars Germans for ops. Moon deal done. 

10-12 battle groups wanted to be used by Draco. 

4 divisions on Mars. 2 divisions mixed. IDARF. 

IDARF, Lt Col and up had to be German. Chain of command tough. Earth guys got the 

blame for shit. Buried animosity came out. US troops in their eyes are Cabal. 

Germans needed our R&D and manufacturing. 

Draco are signatories to many galactic treaties. They could not conquer out in the open or 

dig up ANT (Antarctica) tech. No interface. They found loopholes. Human proxies. They 

needed fleets of ship and soldiers. We are a common 5 star footprint. They don’t want to 

lose their own. 

LOC. Shipboard training ships. Off moon. Like a navy ship. Bulkheads. Germans in 

command. 
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Shuttle from Area 51 to moon. Departure point. Triangle craft. Wedge shape. Huge.  

Orientation to microgravity ops. Suits. Water was recycled and ice from poles. 

Mars ET and human groups lived in peace. 

Planet ops….ETs underground. Desert surface. Chair bed education devices. Fast. 

Languages learned. 

Jason in 3rd panzer div. “Berlin Bears.” Copied WW2 units and symbols, uniforms. 

Black SS. Americans hated them. Ordered to. 

New Berlin, and New Warburg, 2 cities. 

3 million Germans on Mars, maybe. ? 

10 carrier battlegroups & divisions locked out of solar system now. Germans may come 

back to Earth. Maybe. 

Cabal terrified. Modern SSP groups here now has lots of ground forces. 

USA SSP. Solar Warden. USSR was to in 1980’s . South Africa and China too. 

BRIX countries have small SSPs. Combined together. Cabal can’t touch them. 

Cabal families built their own SSP. Small ships and larger. Rothschilds. Royals. 

China has big SSP, second to ours. 

Alliances and agendas. All different. 

Alliance are groups banded together against cabal. Small Illum families. Plus our 

military. Lots of bad folks. Deals. Ex cabal. Survival. 

Cabal has to follow agreements, ET mandates, partial disclosures, BS. Hollywood. 

Quantum drive makes portals, ships. 

Germans still on the moon, where? 

ANT survival training, snow sleds, survive at all costs. Weed out the weak. SS 

Schwabenland, survived Brit bombing. On ice shelf. Waypoint.  

Nanite enhancement therapy in ANT, anti rad protocols, use nanites with biofeedback. 

Technology is the ultimate, Nazi ethos, Draco. 

Quantum entanglement comms, unhackable. Intense focus of the mind. Difficult. 
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IDARF. Provide troops and defense to planets under threat from aggressors. 

Jason’s troops helped city inhabitants. Tech. Defense. Recourses.  

German deceptions: invasions a ruse and the Draco made them happen for them to install 

single Nazi government and control under universal laws like Earth. Same shit. Divide, 

provide, and conquer. 
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Govt invited them in. Financial system, banks.  

Kill switch. Cabal placed it, code, nanite enhancement. Suicide. 24K troops. Munitions 

set to blow. 1000 light years.  

SS suits. Enhanced stuff. Space and radiation capable. He learned local language by 

planetfall. 

Intel gathering on peaceful planet of humans. Veggie, seafood. No weapons. Blend in. 6 

months, local dress. “Bad guys on the way” Gain trust. Tailor defense systems. Nice 

people. Barter folks. No money. No motorized vehicles. Forests, pines, oaks. No suburbs. 

Canals, barges, Lakes. Fresh water no salt seas. 4 year op. 

Werewolf ET attack. Competing conquerors. 2 classes. Drones & officers. Created being. 

FFO. Artificial creation. Draco? Machine and bio mix. 

Meteors came down, weapons. Modified impactor with heat shield. Kinetic energy 

weapon. Big rock. Shades of Atlantis. No rad. Soften up surface for attack. Artillery. 

Shockwave. Tidal wave. Big blast. 

Poles were targeted to produce floods. 

Draco wanted an intact planet with slaves. Need to be invited in. Cosmic law loophole. 1 

world govt. Money. People are desperate. Need infrastructure. Food. 

Always targeted less advanced planets. Jason and his troops really thought they were the 

good guys, duped. 

BDU battle def uniform, digital camo. Pattern could be changed. Holographic. Slight blur 

of background image, concealed all signals. Quantum nanite enhancements hidden. 

Problem, two in one location could reveal. Out of phase with dimension, Philly 

experiment. Partial phase out, light passes through. Cool tool. Ships and gear. Tanks, 

APCs. Cabal corps, elites too. Our aircraft here too. Skies would darken with craft. 

Polymerized suit, generates electricity and feedback. Powered armor woven in. 

Underliner. Small arms and other weapons, absorbed impact. Bruises. Feedback gives 

stimulation so you know where bullet came from, ballistics info. Chest level and spine 

system. Info. Updates. 

Fire and forget rifle grenade.  

Helmet, info HUD, Visors are solid shield. Inside vision is full combat field. Night, 

gravity, environments. 200 lbs. suit. Weightless feel. Battery pack. Antimatter system, 

redundant. Week life span for power cells. Breathing is rebreather scuba type scrubber. 

Self-contained, flexible with outside air. Recharge. Suit interacts with soldiers nanites for 

comms. Didn’t have to talk, relays info. Automated brain process.  

Learn how to use comms. Focus on one brain spot. Texts. USAPS use same suit. 

Elite separation. No conventional military use. 
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Wide range of weapons in SSP. Antimatter explosives. Every gram of matter has equal 

AM. 

The mass of both are 100% converted to energy: Modern nukes use 10% efficiency. AM 

explosions are 100% efficiency. #2 pencil eraser size of charge. Problem: anything that 

comes in contact will go BOOM. 

Complicated reaction conventional Nukes are failsafe. AM is opposite. 

50 grams….Murry building Oklahoma Building. Antimatter has magnet system very 

small. “Cheerios” torsion fields. Torus. Static. Inside the torus. Cracked at specific point 

& pressure only. Hammer proof. Tough otherwise, idiot proof. Geometry activated. 

Used as grenades, bombs, mortars, artillery, mines. Not projectiles for small arms. 

Gravimetrics:  acceleration gravity in a field for implosion. 1 inch beam. 1000X G. 

Biologicals would implode. Crew served weapons only. Man portable. Very advanced. 

Only strategic defense used. No indigenous contact. Invisible. 

Conventional rifles and weapons used. Suit helps recoil, high mass. 

Gauss rifles, pulsar. Magnetics. Bismuth. High amp batt. Crystalline structure filled with 

pink liquid. Special rounds. # pencil lead. Non corrosive mag material. Rail gun tech. 

Partial fraction light speed. Governed. Unlimited range, kept down in power. Standard 

round compressed & mushroomed. Enhanced round: miniature umbrella. Hits hard, 

umbrella opens up, greater damage. 50 cal hit equivalent. 

Plasma rifle: utilizes magnetic coils, but ejects small sphere of metal, advanced material 

BB. Magnetics heat it up. Nitrogen cooled. Won’t catch fire in barrel, but is at high Vel. 

Molten read plasma ball. Devastating. High speed.  

Static Gun, CONDDP. Looks like TV camera 3x2 feet. Powered by power system inside. 

Causes anything in its path reverts to atomic level. Disintegration. Low static sound. 

Light beam, 10 in. diameter. Divisional weapon. Big. Defense. Navy had bigger units 

with more range. Infinite distance by power level input. 

 

 

• Alex Collier 2002.  

The Founders, Paa Taal. 

Terraformers. Colonization of life forms. 4.5 billion years ago. 

Bombardments by asteroids for changes to atmosphere & oceans. 

Many star systems made suitable for organic life. Small machines, nanites still work 

today. Atom by atom. Physicality made. Larger machines made for ecosystems 

construction. 
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Star Trek Genesis machine a reality. 

Oxygen planets are rare, carbon life forms need water. 

Water is key. Regressives dig that. Control all water. 

PT are creators and caretakers of our galaxy. Not around much. Very high density. 

When they left, many life forms came about in full form. Trade comes in. Long range 

travel. 

Alliances between star systems and races. Hollow moons with ecosystems. (Dinosaur 

era) 

245-65M YEARS AGO: 

Need for resources increases. Ciekar Draco & Orions. Colonization. 

Cosmic web made. Galaxy expanded , “tubes of focused time,”  many snapped. 

No one knows how they were built, or how they can be repaired.  

11 galaxies were joined, now only 2.  

Transplanting of sentient life forms only. Complex O2 ecosystems. Small # of planets 

with oxygen. Very valuable. Species come and go if not compromised. 

Fruit & dinosaurs come here, plants. 

The conservation of biospheres are necessities by all in our galaxy. Important. Can 

endure. 

65M to present: 

Age of insects & flowers & birds 

More visits here. Earth Mars and Uranus occupied. 

New Mexico…. Eden means biosphere. Whole habitats transplanted. Like a mobile home 

with garden. 

Reptilian outpost in New Mexico. 

763,000 years ago. 

Ursa Major, China colony. 

Capellians in Guinea,  

Orions. In Chile. 

700K Lyrans in Libya 

600K North Africa settled, Casiopians 
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Nibiru colony 585K, Cairo Egypt. 

771K Lemuria founded. All of the above plus Leo. Pleaides. A collective. Ursa Minor. 

576000 BC, Atlantis. Aldebarans, Sagitarians, Pleaides, Andromeda, Antarians, 

Sagitarians 

27600, part of Atlantis destroyed by asteroid. First time. 2 continents gone. 

31718 BC Lemuria destroyed. 

329 BC, Alex the Great met five ET groups, led him to victory 

1479 AD, Nibiru contacts royal families, Arabia 

1481 Europe royal families contacted, Rome, Italy Nibiru 

1561 Hapsburgs contacted by Aldebaran, Nuremburg 

1697, Hamburg, Hapsburgs by Nibiruans 

323 AD Constantine contact with Draco, Orions, started Christianity 

CONTACT HAS BEEN GOING ON FOR MILLIONS YEARS 

300 years to now, no contact 

USA must not lose sovereignty 

Ark of Covenant was a portal device to another universe. 

 

 

• IVO 

Dear Lightworkers and Lightwarriors, 

It is Columbus Day today, October 8th, here in the United States in honor of Christopher 

Columbus. As some of you know Christopher Columbus was one of the incarnations of 

Saint Germain, who in many lives have been focused on America and its role in the 

world. Saint Germain was also the author of the original American Constitution. He 

inspired the founding fathers to write it and when they hesitated to sign the document 

they had written he appeared to them entering the room by walking through the wall and 

gave a speech that motivated them to sign, at the risk of their lives. 

President Trump was selected for the job by the military and the light, he gets support 

from the galactics, because of his background. He has done business with cabal members 

in the past and is familiar with them and know how they think and how they trick people. 

While Trump works for the light he is not a spiritual leader, but the necessary bulldog or 

general to get the job done. He will leave his office when his job is done, or when 

NESARA has been put in place, see below. 
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The cabal has no allegiance to either the democratic party or the republican party. The 

two Bush President were cabal controlled or in fact are high level cabal members. Bush 

Senior started CIA. President Carter was an exception, but not very strong as a President. 

Bill Clinton and Hilary Clinton were and are cabal members, and so was/is Barack 

Obama, in spite of the fact that many of us had hopes Obama was not. At this point in 

time the cabal is focusing on controlling the nation via the democratic party. They were 

very confident that Hillary would win the election and very upset when she did not. They 

had planned a total world take over and even a third world war created with her help. 

Wars allow the cabal to consolidate their powers. 

“Antarctica is opening up a WORMHOLE. Yes, there is an ‘opening’ to other 

dimensions down there. Due to the extremely high magnetic shifts going on in and near 

Antarctica, it’s literally ‘tearing a new fabric’ in the dimensional field. THIS is the reason 

why ALL those government leaders went down there. THIS is why they shut off 

Antarctica to the public and so forth. The public only gets 5% of the ‘story.’ And now 

you have the other side.” 

 

• Sesh Heri 

Handprint of Atlas 

Lake Victoria artificial, it was an impact to change the Earth’s rotation, axis change 

Ley Lines in Cally, nodal points, geomorphology 

Lakes longitude is longest stretch of land mass 

3 mountains, created as a result 

Mark Twain & Tesla were friends! Media & bio blackout. 

Ken Burns doc makes no mention. 

Mysterious stranger stories were on Tesla 

Some original writings of his are held back. 

Twain & Tesla have been highly edited. 

Something went down at Chicago Fair 1893. Grover Cleveland was there. Secret 

mission? Mars mission? Tesla. 

Sesh’s books are synchronistic bigtime 

JP Morgan made Tesla a non-person, Twain afraid 

 

• Parkes 
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Simon turned down bodyguards and a bunker, because if you buy into that fear you will 

create it in the future 

MIC makes money off the stock market for long time 

Nixon moved to NYC from Cally to brief trump 

Trump assassination attempt again? AF1? 

50K indictments, expats not protected 

Kavenaugh says were under military control since 9-11 

General Stubblebine, 911 an FFO 

1 tribe of female Jinn, all neg 

Beatles photo with body parts 

Cherubs are Jinn! Smoke man, etc. Native to Earth, Tinkerbelle, gargoyles 

King Solomon enslaved Jinn, soul to soul contract, iron ring, black magicians 

Connected to reptilian race 

Darth Vader on Nat Cathedral! Dark side. 

 

Notre Dame rape gargoyle 

 

Elizabeth I had that lace circle 

behind her head…reptilian 

Only at 7th density do we not 

need a body or food and 

water! 

Only recently have really high 

dimensional folks taken an 

interest in our plight here 

Many are off course, it’s 

tough here. 

This fight is where the war ends! 

You can be 100% reptilian, but still fight for good. Me & Simon. 

Trust your soul. 
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Draco want to ascend on our coattails, not going to happen 

They will bulge in lower 4th, new dimension 

Russia has no Rothschild banks 

1/3 worlds gold is held by China 

USA hording silver 

Trump is 5th density, his soul 

Hillary 4D, Annu & Draco 

Reptile is an honor word 

All cultures have dragon lore 

Reptiles don’t evolve much, Draco are pinnacle, no adaptation 

Mammals are highly adaptive 

Soul expresses itself through what you look like, color, tall, fat, thin, eyes 

Fingerprint, ID. 

Roman empire and Vatican rose out of fear of Divine Feminine, Moon goddesses 

Woman’s power. Neg. Males live in fear. Draconian Laws, witches, etc. 

Earth has 4D band around it, all the worst evils are only here. 

Many really 9-12 high density folks come here and go mad. Free will. 

You learn you evolve. Higher density. 

Face the music. 

The 2-3% universal dark that rule here argue that free will and the fact that higher ups let 

them be here is the reason they shouldn’t be overthrown. Energy barrier. 

“They are eating meat, so we eat humans.” Interlinked. An issue. 

Human spirit is indomitable. Everywhere. We are more spiritually advanced than many. 

Frank Willis: Your birth certificate is your spirit, summoned to court, dock like a ship. 

Courtroom. Bankers are there to extort money. 

Bullshit laws. Swear on New Testament. No old. Man dictates over God. 

You are the highest power in court. 

 

Vatican reps bought coke from Escobar. Tons. 
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Willis was bodyguard for Pablo. 

Met Oliver North. Cocaine. Bushes. Exxon rigs. CIA. USAF. 

Noriega blew the lid off. CIA Wasted him. 

Cloned USA soldiers in Iraq war, he saw it 

Murderous. Baby killers. Black ops. San Francisco base. 

Dulce.  

Dr. Mengele. Aryans. Op. Paperclip. Draco shit. 

Bible is black magic manual. Life manual too. Draco. 

Possession is only by consent. 

The flesh off the backs of children is eaten by Dracos. Hormones. 

Population explosion, Draco wants to kill their farm stock 

Queen Eliz can sign death warrants in Caribbean. Only queen who can. 

Autistic folks have lessons to learn but use abilities in their own way to help planet 

Bohemian Grove, bohemian meant unconventional lifestyle 

Bhudia statue….1920s it fell apart. Wasn’t evil. Spiritual guidance. 

Dark infiltrated in 1930’s? 

Owl Club 1960’s, Nixon, Bushes, etc. Moloch worship. 

USA has more gold now, thanks Trump 

Wealth redistribution on way, not sure how 

Draco culture is rich, miniaturization & genetics 

Forrestal was upset when he saw insectoid craft in crash with human body parts 

Draco have Nazi culture of order & honor, laws, rules, no emotion 

Fragmented Cabal is not getting clear orders from on high anymore, NOW is offworld 

policy too 

Lower 4th dead end density for elite, they must evolve 

Bubble will be their prison 

Romanian mountain base was for large humanoids, tunnels to Giza, power tech is still 

working, USA and Romanian and Russian deal. Maybe Progenitors. Networked tunnels. 

Tech not all understood. A prize. 

Occult Symbols give a piece of gear or technology much spiritual magic tech. 
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All magic tech is neutral, only the person using it is in polarity, good/bad. 

Afghanistan…maybe were bombing mystery schools and tunnels? 

 

“Grumpy” Gurdjieff:  get through the guarding X lions and you attain the kingdom/crown 

of knowledge thru pineal gland, crown chakra. 

Frank Lloyd Wright was Gurdjieff student 

Gurdjieff group consciousness created via dancing the enneagram symbol and dervishes 

Tied with mathematics. Out of body seeing. Group ID of chief feature in the individual 

All your eyes and personalities orbit around it, a central eye, free will, life goal 

The Enneagram of Personality, or simply the Enneagram (meaning "nine"] meaning 

something "written" or "drawn"]), is a model of the human psyche which is principally 

understood and taught as a typology of nine interconnected personality types. 

Extreme individualism, Gurdjieff….he needed others around him 

Fuck reincarnation, do the work in this life! 

12 man Illum jury threw out King Edward in 1936 

 

UK MI6 went to Stalin for info on Roswell because we turned our backs on them. 

Dyslexia….you can’t be easily trapped in the Matrix. Artists, etc. Right brain spiritual 

side. Wired differently. Think, see, learn in much different way. 

Note: I’m programmed NOT to be programmed. (JWW) 
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Draco aren’t very creative; 4 D folks aren’t. Still here via proxies. No free press or truth 

is evidence. 

Enslave creative folks 

4D folks accepted Mantids as arbiters. Otherwise galaxy will be hammered 

We evolve very fast, we don’t live long. Others have thousands of years. 

Illuminati pissed because Draco promised Nazi NWO 

Fighting them because not needed anymore. Fractured elite. Wars. 

Thought waves and energy patterns make changes, not physical stuff 

Mass meditation effective. WHAT YOU BELIEVE IS POWERFUL. 

Psychic women can outperform a quantum computer 

No ET computer can predict farther than 6 mos 

MILAB women popular, national security stuff, good & bad shit 

NSA and Bitcoin in bed 

2020 we need to start getting rid of money, slow process. Intelligent money is stupid. 

 

• Walter Bosley 

Trump was backed by descendants of the 1903 breakaway group of airship guys.? 

Alliance based on them? 

1890’s airship American group were visible as a “fuck you” to Prussian NYMZA, which 

became Nazi Deep State. 

 

• Trump, Parkes 

Russian deal 

NATO countries want to stop making weapons 

Israel must stand down 

Russia will take care of Europe 

Fukishima was warning by G7 for them to stay in power 
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NATO meeting, 

Trump wants end 

to Khazarian 

mafia, oil 

oligarchs 

Kavanaugh for 

Supreme court, he 

is a white hat 

She had all this 

time since high 

school, but she 

comes forward 

NOW? Why NOW? 

Mexico cleaning up their Khazarian mob too 

FBI landed in Blackhawks at NM observatory, shut down many around the world, sun 

ships sighted, planet size, coming in to filter sun energy 

Nonphysical Archons & others have moved humanity ahead last 300 years at unnatural 

rate 

No spiritual development made this possible. 

1970’s---science will save the world! 

Archons captured minds of leaders, and control Draco 

Secret societies are fracturing, no one wants to be on the losing side. 

Archonic forces will not want ANY humans eventually! 

David Icke TV web station…system destroyed him, can’t use the system! & Greer. 

Structure is self-healing. Turned against them eventually. 

Ben Fulford is CIA asset. White hat. Only allowed what he’s’ allowed. Genuine. 

Annunaki…infiltrated by Sirian reptilians long ago. Draco DNA. 

Original Annu not reptilian. White skinned. Chalky. 

 

Sirian Confederation is more reptilian, hybrid, like Borg. AI. 

They are returning, the white hat white variety 
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The vacuum period after disclosure will make us vulnerable 

We have a military Govt now. Our military never lost its connection to the American 

people. 

100 years on this planet is worth a million everywhere else! 

Street light sin USA are soon going to be intelligent. 

WIFI, cameras. Microphones. 

People being chipped. 

LED home light bulbs too, music ones 

Internet was first at Pentagon and CERN, 1965 Arpanet 

Why CERN? 

Sitchin? Good man. Simon asks critics if they can read Sumerian like he could 

Earth has the ability to perfect anything learned elsewhere, master class. 

Only the strong ones came to Earth to help! 

 

• Orion AI is represented by black cube.  

Mecca. Jew cube hat, Tefillin. 

Dragon race, they guard portals. 

Saturn Matrix….Draco. Cube energy. Sulphur smell. 

Religions are cubic. 

Duality in reptilian race too. 

13 rays, 13 vibrations. Illuminati. 

 

• Emery Smith: Interdimensional light beings 

Angels. Highest dimensions. Whole civilization can travel at the size of a baseball 

Some have our DNA 

Can manifest as human, anything 

Bilocate trilocate, etc. 

We are 100 years late for 5th density & awareness because of our control system 

Ley Line military bases….many portals at these junctions 
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Many energies 

DUMBS:  each floor may be rented out by different corporations 

Terradrive can portal you to somewhere else to work. You don’t know it. 

Light Spheres are near volcanoes, create crop circles, fixing stuff 

FBI keeps tabs on him. They don’t want you to contact ETs. Terrorist. 

Fake invasion program still on the books. 

 

• DJ   9/22 

Eric von Rosen, Finnish Air force ww2, Goring and the Rosen family, swastikas, 

symbols 

Some UFOs may be mystery school craft. Hidden bases. Brazil? 

John Keely X tech was used by Nazis! 

Keely operated his ship by very moral ESP 

Blavatsky had bullet scars! Tough. 

Steiner said no negativity because you are wasting ascension energy! 

NYMZA/Prussians, just like 1950s MIC 

“Prussian Method”   Teutonic Knights, Templars 

US philosopher-scientists like Jack Parsons 

Templars, Teutons sacked Constantinople & Church intel from Alex Library 

Came down to Prussians, Grail stuff 

Ireland was main place for post flood Atlantean initiates, advanced stuff, 5th density stuff 

Mystery schools kept Atlantean science secret to avoid more disasters 

Flood ripped reality apart! 

“Tuaoi stone” was interface to higher dimensional beings. Portal. “Firestone” is an 

iPhone. 

Ireland may have been focus of sonofabitch Belial boys 

Original Irish were Mediterranean looking, Black Irish? 

• TUATHA DE DANANN 

Time distortion,  
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According to legend, the Tuatha de Danann were a mystical race of tall God-like beings 

who invaded and ruled Ireland over four thousand years ago. Modern academics and 

scholars deny they ever existed, yet ancient historians have left behind texts full of the 

most incredible stories about them. So, medieval fantasy, myth or fact? You decide. Red 

hair, blue eyes, blonde. 

Interestingly, archaeology has unearthed evidence all around the world of small colonies 

of red-haired people from the same time period as the Tuatha De Danann’s arrival in 

Ireland. Negative agendas? Came in flying ships. 

Mist surrounded them, 5th density? Well-traveled around the planet. They are Belial. 

They upgraded the Irish weapons, had battles to prove superiority. “Rain of fire.” 

 

Note snake….and birds. Pets? Can control animals & weather. Seem arrogant. 

Interestingly, archaeology has unearthed evidence all around the world of small colonies 

of red-haired people from the same time period as the Tuatha De Danann’s arrival in 

Ireland. 

India and Egypt were big important survivor mystery school sites 

Tribe of Dan, maybe the Tua? Driven underground after many battles. 

 

They guard the Well of Forgetfulness. Blank Slate.  

Maybe the Tuaoi stone builders, crystal engineers. Misused the big stone. Big Disaster. 
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Priests revived the dead. High tech. 5D to 4D, maybe 3rd…..devolved 

Standing Stones. Sword of Destiny (reality distortion device?) 

Lyre. Newgrange tech, sound vibration healing. Magic cauldron. 

Replicator….manifestation bowl.  Very High tech Gifts. 

Poetry, art, weapons. Music. Heavy duty magic.  

The Banshees. 

 

Fomorians….Atlantean disaster tech squad. DNA experiments. The Eye of Balor. Ragtag 

group of misfits.  "crowds of abominable giants and monsters" Genetic experiments gone 

wrong. Slaves of the Tua. 

Tua goddess, 3 rabbit symbol, triskelion 

Sampson, tribe of Dan. Big dude.  Hair power. 

Tribe of Dan, seafaring Israelites. Strange. “The Serpents Trail.” 

Atlanteans for sure, negative Belial for sure.  

Scales of Justice is theirs. Laws? 

Outcasts, pagans, antichrist was a Roman fear coming from them 

Forbidden arts, tech, goddess worship 
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Positive survivor group went to Egypt. Amelious. 

Law of One group. 

Belial group killed Akhenaten 

Edgar Cayce on Atlantis Technology 

He claimed that the Atlanteans were well-versed in technology that harnessed the power 

of the quantum world. This included the use of crystals and sound waves for healing. 

Elevators and connecting tunnels operated with compressed air and steam. And they used 

quartz crystal science to mine gold, copper and silver from the earth. Atlanteans were 

adept at the use of silicon chips at levels unrivaled in the modern world. The Crystal 

Skull, for example, was cut with such infinite precision that “no known modern tool 

could have replicated the job.” High dimension hard drive.  

They were familiar with the amplification power of crystals in laser technology and 

memory chips. Also, they made extensive use of mass mental telepathy, psycho-kinesis 

and astral projection into fourth dimensional consciousness. Caught in the wheels of their 

own tech. Fucked. 

Mystery schools kept tech hidden for our good. 

Today we have the Sons of Belial in the Deep State messing around. Cyborgs, 

supersoldiers. UFO tech, slavery 

 

• CERN is sovereign entity with big military budget, 8B per year 

Biggest user of internet, occult rituals 

Transhumanist component to it, love of ones ego 

Mazda vs, Ahriman 

John J. McLoy set it up 

D-Wave computer, quantum 

MK Ultra victim Elon Musk wants to plug his soul into a machine 

Website shut downs, twitter, Facebook, are Nazi book burnings 

Ahriman is technology god of darkness 

John G Trump and Rad-lab were Freemasons. (UFO File, FDR) 

 

• Parkes 9/19/2018 

Poisonings on flights, real deal, no crisis actors 
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Low level poison, warnings, pandemic scare 

Pleiadeans gave sat codes to bring them down…Kerry Cassidy 

Kerry says Corey is mind controlled 

Trump/Putin using media to inform others, unique 

Elon Musk is pro AI, he’s mind altered 

Splinter Pleiadeans group has destroyed black knight sats, 

They are 4d down from 5th. Negs 

Many observatories were shut down worldwide 

Not just Utah. 

Sun observatories, fleet of planet sized sphere ships sighted near sun 

White hats tipped off that an experiment was taking place at the sun 

Didn’t happen early enough, this type of disclosure would be too fast, 

Trump WH wants the alien thing done last. (9/11 first, etc.) FBI guys did it. 

ET ultimatum for Obama, “if you don’t disclose, we will.” 

Trump--- the threat was removed. Trump promised second term disclosure! 

Sun frequency will change the Earth, the fleet craft were altering frequency 

Managing light for human evolution 

 

• Qanon: named the sats that went down. (Qanon is suspect. Beware). 

4 men, and a very advanced D-Wave AI system. Partly divining the future, can hack into 

either side of the civil war players. Connected to advanced comms, sending info to 

positive groups. Under attack by negative AI. 

Unsure of postings….be careful. 

 Simon says Pedo stuff will not shock folks, but the scale & depth and big names 

involved  will. No occult stuff is legally actionable. No Satanic stuff. That’s religion in 

the courts eye. 

ORMAT Inc, can set off volcanoes at will. Bad company. 

 

Only in the Last 2 years our command & control structure has been under Alliance 

control. Internal game. Indifferent faction is biggest. 
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China wants peaceful world dominance, superluminal comms sats 

Hacking at high speed. Quantum. 

Hurricane Florence was calmed down with tech. A warning. 

Mark Richards said ETs came though portal in Cally, small war, fires were a result. 

Wildfires. Metals are affected by DEW weapons. Cars. Aluminum is puddled. 

Helicopters.  

This is an above ground war. NEW. 

Africa did once long ago. This Cally war was in a populated area. 

Message? Public? 

Beatles were Illuminati-driven to break up family, divide and conquer, control children 

Paul may have been clon3ed in 1966. 

Lennon/Yoko and heroin, then assassination. No peaceniks that think for themselves. 

George martin was Illum connection. He threatened them all. 

We were given free will with NO limitations. Unique deal. We’re a unique human race. 

 

• Saturn. David Icke: 

Oldest sun was Saturn, Lord of the Rings. The darkness. 

Old gods worshiped the old sun 

Eye of Horus, eye in lord of rings 

Maldek ruins, transparent aluminum, mined by everyone, good stuff 

Crescent moon was Saturn, horned goddess, Islam flag 

Moloch, bull gods, Sumeria, Wall St. Banks. 

Great Seal of USA, look at star pattern. USAF, UN 

Roman Eagle, Bentley logo. 

Celtic Cross, four rays of light 

Saturn/Satan! Horned gods, goat. Pan god. Baphomet. 

Rothschilds = red shield, red 6 point star, they created Israel 

Black cube in Mecca, Saturn 
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Peoples energy goes in in a circle of folks 

Black cube near Wall St 

Borg, black cube. Star Trek message. 

Santa, satanic holiday! “Saturnalia.” 

Powerful sound comes from Saturn….sounds creepy 

Star of David 6 pt. star cymatic pattern 

Huge rings we can’t see, ships are seen in Cassini phots 

Possible frequency band manipulating our reality, Saturn/moon matrix 

It’s a reality box, our prison. 

 

 

• Emery Smith 

Nasa is supply only, lame 2nd tier system, Tesla too, USAF 

Musk is alliance, but he’s shipping bad goods 

LOC is segregated by space program, heavily secured and divide 

CIA has a surface navy fleet called the Dark Fleet, rogue,  

Ballistic missile shenanigans, coronas in the sky, FFO 

MIC SSP took out missile that was fired at Tokyo by sub, faction fighting 

Response time test by everyone 

McDill AFB Florida, triangle craft evacuated 

90% manmade craft visible currently 

USAF space stations are deep penetration radar testing gear to see other planets, asset 

tracking, Et or otherwise, portal research, galaxy reconnaissance 

Big circle design, rocket shell & space junk repurposed 

2001 Space Odyssey type 

Personnel don’t feel safe, want disclosure 

Consciousness assisted tech, craft, opens a portal in front of ship 
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Hexagon time room, detox, anti-pathogen, you lose time, uses Teslatron device. Lose 

weight. Not perfected. Where do the viruses and weight go? You see the universe. 

Teletransports things out of the room. DNA frequency modulation. Probably etheric 

treatment. You lose time. 45 min out of an hour. 

Lots of health & energy afterwards. 

He saw old military scientists that knew Tesla, age regression tech. 

Personnel have died in time tests, Attrition is high. 

Mission: portal travel to collect rocks, soil, and dirt from unknown places 

Smith brought back 3ft leaf that was bulletproof 

Plants important. Protocols important, don’t walk off line. Portal like blurry plexiglass.  

DRONES SENT THROUGH FOR TESTS, PRELIMS.  

Position is fixed, 15 minute missions. 

Corporate aegis. 300 big corporations. 

Sphere comes up with images of past Earth timelines. 

Smith was exposed to disinfo tests while working in DUMBS 

Fake ETs 

Companies are hired for disinfo tactics that go 20 years ahead. Propaganda dept. 

Everyone watches everyone, like the Nazis. 
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Corporations care about their tech and future money, that’s why they track Smith 

diligently. Silly. 

 

• Qanon:   (Not to be ignored either). 

Alliance confirms them. Info outlet. 

Codes for alliance. DoD types.   

Multiple factions, big problem over disclosure type and details. 

Arrests are a focus. Data dumps.  

Cabal moving to Brazil DUMBS to hide. Nazis there. Old bases. Swastika pools. 

Undeclared nation. Parts of Africa are ET controlled. 

Costa Rica and Ecuador crashed ET ships underground, something went wrong with the 

trans dimensional system, phased out. In caves. On purpose??? 

Ecuador & costa Rica protect these craft with military 

25ft hole entrance. Sunken sink hole. 

Glowing mist fog. Iridescent animals, friendly, large. Energy field. Bespoke energetic 

environment. Dynamic ecosystem. 

Egg shaped craft. Recent arrival, last 30 years. Similar to Antarctica craft. 

Treasure hunters a problem! Despite security. 

Nazis found a lot of craft and bases back in the day. Brazil rift system used by electro 

subs. Nazca Peru. Aquifer highway. All the way to Antarctica. 

Old Nazi spaceport is now MIC SSP and ICC owned. 

Cabal is building their own prisons. Nowhere to hide anywhere. 

Cabal running from Et alliance too. Reward out. 

Corey Goode says we have won the war. Now the only thing is to figure everything out. 

Trials, etc. 

 

• Parkes, Sep 8 

Sats down confirmed, Black Knight. Can activate rogue people via signals. INOP. 

Better supreme court judges 

Brett Michael Kavanaugh , he’s Pleiadean 
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Earth was given the ultimate free will with no boundaries---that’s why it’s so intense and 

insane here…like a wild party 

Confirms Wilcock below, everything 

Code words more open now, Qanon, Pres. 

UK has always been the magical place, good energies coming in to fight, USA is the 

ground zero for physical plane action. Guns. Military. 

Earth is a commercial concern, bio experiments. For Gain. Plants & oxygen. 

“The Domain” a corporate entity of sorts, ET 

Roswell crashes definitely on purpose for tech transfer. A cheat under cosmic law. Draco. 

Fully confident on back engineering by us. Nazis too. Robotic Greys inside, no soul 

matrix. 

 

• 5 alliance groups, Wilcock. (Contact in Desert) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cI3mMUvH5zk 

Always been good folks in deep state. 

Earth makes beings look like us over time, wave DNA is natural in environment 

Illum portals working for 10k years, Vatican has one. 

Old Mars books in Vatican, Pete Petersen, PreAdmams stuff 

Sahara civilization has giant statues of black folks, Illum no like it 

John Dee summoned Draco, they took care of the Spanish! 

John Dee understood free will and was aware of bad deals with negs 

Francis Bacon knew Eliz 1st was his mother. Shakespeare play on this. 

Bacon took Egyptian mystery School stuff and created Freemasons. Secret order. 

Illuminati was higher order of Freemasons,  

In 1700, Russia had secret group to oppose Illums. 

American Rev was fighting Illums. 

Illums started space program was with dirigibles. 

Shot buffalo from trains, genocide worked well. Smallpox blankets. 

1890’s…Dellshau airships. 
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WW1 German chemical weapons from zeppelins. 

Nazis met Draco in 1939 in Tibet, space tech for universe travel 

Protected space on moon and Mars, now its ICC 

Bigger battles in space….”Hunting Hitler” was alliance based, now it’s gone! 

Nazis forced USA into SSP in 1952. After overflight of DC. 

Operations transferred to USA. NASA. 

England was never at odds with Nazi Germany, Hitler related to King George. 

Owned both sides of the war, Illums. 

IKE toured Area 51. 1958. 

1979 Hostages crisis is a cabal set up for Carter, Bush set it up. 

Reagan is in. Found out. Deep State tries to kill him. 

“The Seeker” was big mothership in Solar system, Reagan was told. 

SSP people needed more money.  

Seeker was peaceful tourists, SSP told them to fuck off. 

Contra hearings was alliance trying to bring down government. Bush was VP. 

1990, no nukes, ET laws. Nukes were melted down! 

Satellite system, NRO. Can kill you. 

NO NUKES. We can’t use laser kill system. ET alliance. 

Alliance tried to bring down Clintons in 1990’s, Whitewater cocaine deal for money. 

Contra scandal. Meana Arkansas. Tom Cruise movie. 

HRC subpoena.  

Vince Foster suicide, “Arkancide.” 

Sherman H. Scolnick, activist. Deep State truther. Oklahoma bombings. 

1995, 24 military flag officers accused BC of trading secrets to Chinese. USAF Plane 

went down in Alabama. Dallas destination. 

April 17, 1995. Alliance. POW sergeant from Viet Nam. The POW thing was perpetuated 

by Clintons. 

Admiral Jeremy Boorda was behind coup. Suicided. 
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Clark Feister, USAF surveillance, had cabal in sights 

Col John Clark 

Gen. Glenn Profitt 2nd. 

Oklahoma bombing was the next day!!!!!! 

All the whitewater documents stored there. 

McVays bomb was no way powerful to blow up building. Controlled demo. Like 911. 

Dry run for 911. 

911 Pentagon hit was at Alliance headquarters, 

USN command center. 

Chief of Naval OP Intelligence. Plotters. 

No guns thru portals, knives OK. Hidden ET 

assassins, “Jacob.” WB 

Corey Goode said so. 

 Nacht Waffen 

100 colonies in solar system 

They love Star Wars movies and root for the 

empire 

 

 

 

Russians on WW2 Jap island, tunnels, base, 
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structures, USO craft 

Guam UFO presence, USA base 

Nixon got Howard Hughes to design assassination team for Castro in 1960 

That team killed JFK 

Watergate break in was about the documents 

NIXON TERRIFIED, TASKED PLUMBERS TO GET IT 

Natural ancient portals are harsh, you need to be prepared, modern jump rooms a snap 

Intuitive empaths can detect portals, psychic 

Illegal search for unauthorized jump, black ops 

Use four tripods for singularity 

Ground, underground, atmosphere locations 

Large SBA sphere redirected DEW beam attack back to S. Africa, base destroyed. 

Solar system Quarantine happened after that. All densities & ETs 

Nordics invented 20 and back tech 

Sovereignty without breaking cosmic law 

Anshar say the cosmic consc. Is coming. No portals to future possible. 

Energy wave. Sun discharge. 

Negative ETs and their big base will be affected. They are stuck here. 

Draco will betray everyone to escape, in trade. No dice. 

Draco diverted Ley line energy to fuck up our reality and co-creative consc. 

It keeps us asleep. 

SBA has affected it and it doesn’t work well any more 

THE ORIGINAL NAME WE USED FOR THE ALLIANCE WAS “FACTION 3” 

“In Faction 3 you have guys playing along, attending the meetings, putting up with things 

they don’t agree with (or even publishing it in their own words to protect themselves) 

who have been waiting for years — even generations — to spring the trap that we are 

now watching destroy the negative factions in real time.” 

 

2009 EISCAT spiral in Norway, just before Obama got the Nobel: Possible he had 6 ETs 

waiting in the wings for a disclosure speech. 
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The resulting chaos disrupted the president’s plans to create disclosure. It never 

happened. 

You can’t even imagine how stunning this was for me to see, particularly after the 

briefings I had received about the Norway Spiral, and the hard data that backed it up. 

It is entirely possible that Obama had extraterrestrial humans waiting in the wings, ready 

to be introduced, at that same Nobel Prize ceremony in Oslo, Norway. 

Remember — the original briefing we got from Pete Peterson included the idea that six 

different groups would be introduced to us in the initial speech. 

That makes the inaugural episode of “The Event” another shocking example of Obama 

being threatened in a blatant, public fashion that no one would understand. 

Here is what the perpetrators might have intended to say to him: 
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“Look at what we can do. The public is so brainwashed that we can show them exactly 

what is going on, but no one will ever believe it. President? So what. You will just 

disappear.” 

Another very significant article series in the ‘canon’ of our older works on mass arrests is 

entitled China’s October Surprise, as mentioned in the above excerpt. 

The first article in this series has over 350,000 unique views at the time of this writing. 

In it, we detail multiple efforts China was making to force the Deep State to reveal the 

truth about UFOs, free energy, advanced technology and the ET presence. 

The Chinese delivered packages to leaders around the world in 2010, with plans for free 

energy — and threats that if this was not released, severe attacks would follow. 

The resulting coercive efforts included multiple, bizarre, highly-visible EMP attacks 

against military and civilian targets that did not kill anyone, but sent a very strong 

message. 

This included the complete powering down of 1/9th of the entire US nuclear missile 

arsenal. 

The Chinese also fired a missile off the coast of Los Angeles, California on November 

9th, as another dramatic warning. \ 

The second one shook NY and the entire east coast with a 5.8, and an epicenter right near 

Washington, DC, on August 23rd, 2011 at 1:51 PM local time. EARTHQUAKE. 

This was the destruction of a highly luxurious and favored underground base for the DC 

elites, known to insiders as “Crystal City.”  Near CVILLE. 

20 more cabal bases destroyed worldwide. 

BASES CONTINUED TO BE DESTROYED, AND HAARP COUNTER-ATTACKS 

KILLED MANY BIRDS AND FISH 

We covered an earlier example of underground-base attacks in Disclosure War at Critical 

Mass: Birds, Fish and Political Deaths, back on January 15th, 2011. 

In this case, satellite beams were used. This technology may not have led to the full-scale 

destruction of the bases, as we saw in the above examples. 

The Cabal used HAARP to deflect beam-weapon attacks against underground facilities, 

but created massive, suspicious deaths of birds and fish in the process. 

The birds’ bodies had bone-breaking blunt-force trauma that was greater than would have 

occurred from them hitting the ground. 

Strange earthquakes indicated other underground bases being fully destroyed after the 

Cabal broke the treaty, beginning on August 23rd, 2011. 

We reported about this on September 17th, 2011, and again on October 13th, 2011.  
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Again, we later heard that at least 26 major underground facilities had been destroyed 

between August 2011 and January 2012. 

“THE PLAN” BEGAN WITH A BETRAYAL IN THE KOREAN WAR 

You are about to see an excerpt from the Drake interview that details part of what we 

may expect to see when the mass arrests happen. 

If you read the full story, it begins with Drake seeing a five-inch-thick briefing document 

in 1979 called “The Plan,” which outlined a blueprint for mass arrests. 

This document had been secretly developed ever since a huge betrayal against the US 

military occurred in the Korean War. 

US generals realized that battle plans they were required to report to the United Nations 

were being intercepted by the enemy in North Korea. 

This led to massive soldier deaths by ambush. North Korea knew way too much about 

where the soldiers would be, and when they would arrive. It was devastating. 

Through seeding misinformation in their battle plans, the US military discovered that the 

UN was leaking this data to North Korea. It was unimaginable treason. 

The legendary G. Edward Griffin covered this story of treachery in his classic book, The 

Fearful Master, from 1964. 

John F. Kennedy was deeply aware of the massive briefing document they called “The 

Plan.” He had tried to carry it out, only to pay the ultimate price. 

The binder was already five inches thick by the time Kennedy saw it in 1961 or 

thereabouts. 

Pete Peterson had many specific details about the same binder, and its contents, when I 

started speaking to him in 2009. 

JWW: FEMA camps used for mass arrests now. Karma is a bitch! 

CG: Most of the operations are non-violent, or what we wouldn’t typically think of as 

military. 

They will range from propaganda, electronic warfare and covert teams that arrest people. 

Some Secret Service/Body Guard positions were infiltrated, and some of these top figures 

are basically in custody and don’t even know it. 

Many of the targets of these operations have their jets on 24-hour standby notice. Pilots 

are sleeping at air hangars, ready to leave at a moment’s notice. 

Many of the targets of these operations have been denied safe haven in some of the 

bunkers where they were promised sanctuary, which is typical Cabal. 

The planes will be intercepted by the US Air Force if they try to leave US Airspace.  
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The hangars are under observation and they now have a way to shut down all 

underground subshuttles simultaneously. 

Nuke sat guidance systems. Sats down:  

 

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI ID: bd6786 No.2805260  

Aug 30 2018 17:48:47 (EST)>>2805214 

CORONA 16 TASK ROUTE Z8301 

CORONA 16 NOW OFFLINE 

Q 

  

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI ID: bd6786 No.2805326  

Aug 30 2018 17:52:12 (EST)>>2805260 

BLIND EYES IN THE SKY. 

SHALL WE PLAY A GAME? 

Q 

ADDITIONAL SATELLITES DOWN 

Another group of satellites apparently were taken down right after the above, as follows: 

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI ID: 564cef No.2806559  

Aug 30 2018 18:47:19 (EST) 

BIG BIRD-9 NOW OFFLINE. 

Q 

  

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI ID: d9f30e No.2807174  

Aug 30 2018 19:12:19 (EST) 

GCHQ Bude sent DISTRESS SIG 8:09 EST. 

NSA NO MORE. 

Q 

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI ID: d9f30e No.2807228  

Aug 30 2018 19:13:43 (EST)>>2807174 

Main frequency bands TERMINATED. 

#Goodbye 

Q 

>>2809998 

Retaliation – ‘Horizon’ active. 

Q 
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The last quote suggests that some sort of retaliation against the Deep State is taking place, 

likely with the code-name “Horizon.” 

Remember that a SCIF is a surveillance-proof Sensitive Compartmented Information 

Facility, SS is Secret Service, and the flagging of the word “BILL” suggests this refers to 

former president Clinton: 

  

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI ID: 9da84a No.2835711  

Sep 1 2018 14:37:23 (EST) 

It must be hard to communicate. 

Every moment together is a moment you should not waste. 

Former Presidents are still able to arrange SCIFs? 

Does the American taxpayer ‘foot the BILL’ for the [12] hotel rooms in close proximity 

to the central SCIF? 

SS detail(s) ordered @ max perimeter def? 

Nice color choice. 

It’s a shame the windows had to be blocked out to eliminate that view. 

Q 
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7 CIA MAINFRAME CIA SUPER-COMPUTERS DOWN – SPY SATELLITES 

OFFLINE 

Thursday, August 30th, 2018 — 6:24 PM (18:24) MAJOR MEETINGS ARE GOING 

ON 

First off, the Dragon Family is deeply and directly involved in hyper-classified “Secret 

Space Program” technology we have reported about for some time. 

They used this sort of technology to create all the mysterious EMP-type equipment 

failures in the “China’s October Surprise” events of 2010. 

For this same reason, they have a compound in America that is located near certain 

underground defense-contractor facilities that are rich with advanced technology. 

My friend reported that hundreds of top Dragon Family personnel have flown out to this 

compound recently, and are signing off on a new financial system. 

All the details have apparently been worked out, and everything is prepared to move 

forward. This would likely be a post-mass-arrests development. 

This will apparently include a gold-backed US currency. We have also heard that multi-

billion-dollar funds will be released to massively clean up and transform the planet. 

Corona sats are armed, possible scalar DEW 

Seven mainframe computers inside the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) are now 

offline for an unknown reason. 

The loss of computing has also caused a significant number of US Spy Satellites to go 

offline. 

Sats Offline include: Corona 1,4, 8, & 16 are dark. 

(NOTE: CORONA SATS ARE THE DIGITAL “KEYHOLE” REPLACEMENTS FOR 

THE ORIGINAL DECOMMISSIONED PROGRAM OF THE SAME NAME.) 

Additional Sat. Offline: Big bird 9 — “KH-9 (BYEMAN codename HEXAGON), 

commonly known as Big Bird[1] or Keyhole-9, was a series of photographic 

reconnaissance satellites launched by the United States between 1971 and 1986.” 

UPDATE 10:12 PM EDT — 

CinC NORAD has just declared “DEFCON 4” 

UPDATE 10:38 PM EDT FRIDAY 31 AUG. — 

The CIA has been trying to restart the super-computer mainframes.  They got three to re-

start – and they immediately crashed again!  Four others are simply not restarting at all. 

SIGINT and SATCOM capabilities REMAIN SEVERELY COMPROMISED.   
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This is now just over 24 full hours that much of our Intelligence Community 

communications capabilities globally, REMAIN DEAD. 

We are told that this has apparently crippled the ability for the NSA and other groups to 

conduct mass surveillance on anyone. 

This could be a more detailed way of explaining the Q Anon phrases like “BLIND EYES 

IN THE SKY,” “Main frequency bands TERMINATED, #Goodbye,” “Retaliation”, 

“OVER THE TARGET” and “NSA NO MORE.” 

Without the ability to conduct mass surveillance, the “Operation Specialists, Pre-Event” 

can make their final moves and get in position without being detected. 

Thus, as this purported insider source said, “Something massive is taking place. Things 

like this don’t just happen. 

“Good side” of Rothschild family says Trump will stage financial reset | September 3rd, 

2018 

The deadlock has ended in the undeclared U.S. civil war that lasted all summer. 

The good guys have already begun a series of stunning moves against the cabal, 

including shooting down their secret satellites, multiple sources confirm…. 

The satellite shoot-down was first reported by the mysterious blogger “Q” and has been 

independently confirmed by three separate sources. 

“On August 30, CIA satellites and supercomputers were taken down and likely seized by 

[U.S. President Donald] Trump’s new space force. 

“GCHQ [British Intelligence] was removed from the NSA database, to also render cabal 

elements in the UK, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, Japan, France, Germany, and Israel 

deaf and blind,” Pentagon sources explained. 

What Pete Peterson said is that the satellites were not “shot down” or destroyed. A 

curious, advanced, classified technology was used to make them invisible and unusable. 

They still exist, but are not accessible in any conventional sense. They may well have 

been captured and removed from orbit, as Fulford’s insiders have suggested. 

 

• A CIA source in Asia who was involved in setting up the secret satellite network that 

was taken down last week issued the following warning to colleagues: 

(My CIA/DIA sources confirm this) --JWW 

“We are in potential danger. I hope your vehicles have fuel and you have emergency food 

and water on hand. There’s no telling who did this or why. 

“Now that some of our satellites are down, God only knows what may be coming at 

us.”… 
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The communications takedown is a prelude to both a military and financial offensive 

against the cabal, Pentagon and CIA sources agree. 

For reasons of operational security, the Pentagon sources cannot say much about the 

military action other than “a U.S. military offensive is under way to terminate the 

defenseless and disoriented cabal.”… 

“It appears the October Surprise comes early with the Guns of August, as Trump 

proclaimed on August 31 that September is ’emergencies month’ and he may drop ‘truth 

bombs’ about 9/11 and 3/11,”Pentagon sources explain… 

There is also a lot of action taking place on the cyber front, with multiple sources saying 

Google, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc. are in the crosshairs, multiple sources agree…. 

The assault on the California-based tech giants is probably also going to lead to actual 

military occupation of many high-tech companies in that state, other Pentagon sources 

note…. 

[Lastly, CIA] sources say an off-world alliance will soon reveal itself to the world’s 

public. 

MAJOR MEETINGS ARE GOING ON 

First off, the Dragon Family is deeply and directly involved in hyper-classified “Secret 

Space Program” technology we have reported about for some time. 

They used this sort of technology to create all the mysterious EMP-type equipment 

failures in the “China’s October Surprise” events of 2010. 

For this same reason, they have a compound in America that is located near certain 

underground defense-contractor facilities that are rich with advanced technology. 

My friend reported that hundreds of top Dragon Family personnel have flown out to this 

compound recently, and are signing off on a new financial system. 

All the details have apparently been worked out, and everything is prepared to move 

forward. This would likely be a post-mass-arrests development. 

This will apparently include a gold-backed US currency. We have also heard that multi-

billion-dollar funds will be released to massively clean up and transform the planet. 

First of all, we got Peterson confirmation on the Snow White, Corona and Big Bird 

satellites being completely disabled with a strange new advanced technology. 

He said he could not explain what the Corona satellites are or what they do on the phone, 

but that they are “defensive devices.” 

He confirmed that “a bunch” of Cabal underground bases have been wiped out in the 

recent past… a major increase. 

He said that a new gold-backed currency will be released to the public after the 

indictments are unsealed and mass arrests take place. 
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Massive prosperity funds will be released to help stimulate and rejuvenate the world’s 

economy, ecology and infrastructure. 

Social media giants will be publicly outed as being direct assets of the Deep State’s own 

intelligence agencies. 

The declaration of September as “Emergency Preparedness Month” is very serious, and 

should not be taken lightly. 

Quite controversially, he said almost everyone in Congress is included in the sealed 

indictments for various reasons. 

Other details I got from Pete are too specific and sensitive, but I want to give you some of 

a sense of what was there. 

He doesn’t know if an ET-related disclosure will happen right away, but he also feels it is 

“very unlikely” that we will have to wait very long. 

There have been detailed plans on the books for some time to introduce us to multiple ET 

races, and those people are already here waiting for this. 

At some point I asked him to explain what he meant earlier when he said, “Americans are 

all over the galaxy.” 

He reported direct knowledge of 25 or 30 outposts we have throughout the galaxy. We 

have an average of 300 advanced craft per outpost. 

These craft have anti-gravity and can fly at Mach 17 or beyond. Coast-to-coast flights in 

these “planes,” as he calls them, would take less than an hour. 

Each outpost has somewhere between 400 to 1200 soldiers stationed there. Some 

outposts are larger, and some are smaller. 

These outposts are used for trade relationships with important ET groups that have either 

information or technology we need. 

Some of these outposts are on planets, and others are located in “neat abandoned stuff” 

that we found throughout the galaxy and re-occupied. 

Some of the best stuff we re-occupied has only recently been determined to be about 

20,000 years old. 

DISCLOSURE PLANS 

For me, the most interesting material I got from him was regarding the plans for UFO-

related disclosure, whenever they do emerge. 

First of all, he said fifty of our own advanced craft have been flown in. The plan is to 

unveil these craft to show everyone what ‘we’ have, post-Disclosure. 

From the way he described them, these will be very impressive sightings that will 

electrify the world. 
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Based on other things he said in the past, we can expect that they will look similar to craft 

we have seen in a variety of big-budget movies. 

Efforts have been in place to teach certain insectoid-type ETs to speak English in 

underground facilities such as those run by Lockheed. 

Apparently, these beings will use normal speech instead of telepathy whenever they are 

introduced to us. 

At one point he said, “Language school is tied up teaching a bunch of crickets to speak.” 

People from a total of ten or twelve different planets are here now, apparently waiting to 

be introduced to us at some future point. 

Lastly, he said that many classic UFOs retrieved from various crashes will be made 

available to the public to see firsthand. 

A movie will be made about all of this, and various World’s Fair-type exhibits will be set 

up in different major cities, where we can view the craft directly. 

 

 

• SSP cigar craft: 

 Are thorium based, unified field, expensive to build.  

(ONI, Capt. Daniel Cross confirm. Dan is my friend).—JWW 

 

Triangulated reactors, nodes, 2 torsion fields, 1 at each end, tetrahedrons 
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Opposite torsion fields, double Merkabah, nanovolt particles 

Transdimensional Nano gold  (monatomic) in nodes, artificial diamonds in main reactor 

4D, and pass thru mountains, phase shift, high vibe frequency 

Smaller disc craft same idea 

V-2 cigar is cheaper to build (uses lead) 

Lead is Negative charge, mono gold positive 

It’s a quartz crystal version, placed between gold and lead, powdered nano quartz, 

piezoelectric. Use golden ratio for construction, universal. 

Add silver, heated, almost a plasma, mixed, --quartz is coated with silver plasma 

Add quartz powder between mono gold and lead, unlimited free energy between 

resonance fields,  

Use Sacred cubit measurement, resonance, charge of energy, quartz vibrates 

“Golden” Delta sphere craft: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HzppVOdEktU 

Osirusra.com 

Becomes a sphere when field is activated 

Same propulsion as above 

Golden Ratio is sacred cubit, the underside pods are in that configuration, sacred wave of 

the universe 

The sphere pods are coated on the inside…2.9999, use “3” as measurement for 

Gold thickness. Each sphere is filled with different amounts. 

Central sphere is filled with the quartz powder. Use 3 as amount. An anchor point. 

Small rotation of spheres. Turn fast will create lift. Quartz reacts with our bodies, our 

liquid, a communication system. 

Other spheres turn counterclockwise. Creates filed with varying speeds. Vortex field. 

A golden sphere surrounds the craft. Safe tech. Travels at speed of thought. 

Different sizes of craft from ping pong size on up. 

 

• Hellfire Club, Sir Francis Dashwood, founder, postmaster general of England 

Medmenham Abbey, “The monks of M.” 
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Wycombe England! 

“Do what thou wilt” 

Dashwood helped Franklin and the colonies, 1772 

 

• Parkes 

Trump impeachment would be civil war 

Pleiadeans couldn’t incarnate as humans because we were too low vibe 

Dolphins and whales instead 

French Rev….patriots sold estates back to royalty 

We can’t let power vacuum be filled with negatives when American Rev #3 comes 

A spiritual revolution, hopefully peaceful, “Energy Event” 

Santa Claus is mushroom colored, shamans drank urine with shrooms 

Metaphysics is the realization that there’s nothing left to heal 

Arcturian Earth history: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hXj2qtKU2aw 

 

• USA Illuminati Info 

 

13 Zodiac symbols, dragon is the hidden one 

13 stars represented the 13 Illum families in USA, 13 stripes on flag, 13 arrows on eagle 

Rothschilds owned the Virginia Co. Owns USA 

Atlantis and Lemuria mixed is USA, Lemurian is reptilian 

GW ordered Montauk lighthouse built 1790 

Hessian troops were Rothschilds organized 

Cherokee were persecuted the worst for their ancient Atlantean knowledge 

Blacks from middle Africa were slaves, simian& Enki, not Ethiopia who were King 

Solomon bloodlines 

Civil War was a ritual to bring slavery to its height……us right now, we don’t know it 

Hidden slavery 
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WW2 was used as test bed for weapons and fluoride, which slows reaction to being 

enslaved, dulls the mind, globalization project, mind control. Slave labor camps, spying 

for people 

Sex slaves were invented by WW2 Nazis to pass messages as sleeper agents for Illum 

Trigger targets, couriers, high pinnacle players,  

Nukes at Japan, symbolic rituals, new cycle, new world order 

Japanese royalty are low class reptilian caste, needed to be destroyed, worker class 

East Indians too. 

Kobe was destroyed by earthquake, electromagnetic weapons testing there 

 

• Corey Goode 8-2018  

Intercept & interrogation, ET detained 

Police force, Solar Warden, local star cluster 

Prisons & holding cells, beaten prisoners, starved, bad shit 

Tradeoffs, cryo-morgue, 5 stories high, different sizes, vacuum sealed w/gas 

 

 

 

 

Prisons in hollow asteroids 

Forced into scientific work, 

treated well, ETs volunteer 

too 

They are careful what they 

say, they want to learn our 

ways 

Some feel sorry for us with compassion, selflessness, stand up guys 

They pick up our bad habits too, 3d problems, high IQ 

US Navy found unauthorized ET base under ocean, depth charges, ships bugged out to 

space 

Electromagnetic subs went in, ETs alive, aquatics 
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Aquatics are hard to communicate with, echo location comms 

Matrix of cartilage, fins between arms and body, muscle matrix very complex 

Capture and kill order on some ETs 

A cat being could teleport anywhere, very advanced 

People went very emotional when they killed it, folks cried, fascists too 

 

 

Size does not matter in the universe, 

some are very small 3 in. 

 

Entire planets have cryo holding cells, 

prisons, just like Star Trek 

100s of thousands of years incarcerated 

 

• Gravity can be altered by sound frequency, cymatic patterns show this in water 

Hydrogen and oxygen can split, water result 

Water engine, Keely, Atlantean tech 

Levity goes up, like sap in a tree 

Gravity is a frequency, modulated 

Plants communicate with each other using 

gravity waves (W-waves) 

Planets fall within the nodes, below: 

 

 

 

Chopping trees will make others throw out 

an electrical signal, screams 

Consciousness can do this 
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• Misc. DIA, CIA, NRO, SCIF-43. 

Negative polarity is reptilian evolution 

Positive is Avian evolution 

Birds we revered, snakes we feared 

100M people out in our galaxy, children, etc. 

SSP Alliance wants to hand over colonies 

Geometry is vibration, universe is geometry 

70K years ago cataclysm 

Draco came here & fought Pre-Adams 

Draco wanted to fuck with masculine & feminine, muck with our ascension 

Some farmer race went back in time and killed dinosaurs, Repts pissed at human and the 

mammal dominance (Draco claim) 

Trauma energy holds us to 3rd density, forgiveness breaks the karma 

Our minds protect us, we all have PTSD from this density 

Zen ends where ass kicking begins….Anshar 

Draw healthy boundaries! 

Cosmic law is always being stretched…confusing 

One personal contact affects us all 

Tribal living…4th density 

A tribe raises a child, a village, shared responsibility 

No insecurities 

“Thrival” is Native American way, harmony with the land, barter 

Indian birdsong training important 

Ubuntu is Blue Avians’ plan 

DUMBS prisoner…injections so that you will die at the surface 

7 day pass with another injection, interior sun is like being a plant 

Saturn cult, Death Star, descendants of ancient ET who had big transparent aluminum 

ring around Saturn, in pieces now, but it could destroy any planet in the galaxy 

ABR folks 
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ABR built Death Star moons, not belligerent initially, 2.6 billion years ago 

South African metal spheres, 3 grooves 

T. Alum girders and tech in Saturn’s rings 

ABR moons were solar system protection 

Mars thrived like Earth back then 

The Super Earth was destroyed…many mining opportunities in our belt 

Annu & Draco came in when protection system went down 

Lucifer is the Draco AI.  (Illuminati films Terminator) 

AIIB. Asian infrastructure Bank 

Good currency flow, anti-FED 

Majority of CIA is Alliance SSP, many in NSA 

Chaos theory in a sand timer….we are like the sand, first chaos, then clarity & healing 

Complex Adaptive System 

Putin out mastered Illums, they are fleeing to S. America DUMBS 

Food is weaponized, wheat is ideal ADM 

More addictive than cocaine, thyroid chemicals blocked, energy 

“wheat belly” 

 

• Nazis used heavy lift Russian rockets and American computers for 3rd secret space 

program 

 

• Thrive video 

Explains free energy, etc. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEV5AFFcZ-s 

 

• Richard B. Russell sub fired missile at Air Force 1 near Seattle 

Aug 11, hijacked plane in Washington state, crash, Q pattern of flight path 

White hat message, payback to black hats, Ketron island, deep state hangout 

Youth mental health center 
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• J.B. Farrell: Merkel supports Ukraine as GMO paradise. IG Farben. 

Russia is anti GMO. 

Siemens gas turbines. GE too. 

Ukraine is fascist. SS units were bad. WW2 

Merkel is weak. 

EU Union is based on WW2 IG Farben Nazi model 

 

• BASHAR.   (Warning: lots of soft soap and lipstick on a pig). 

2027 now is contact year 

2019 will be wild, lots of changes 

Portals in 3d are spheres, but in 5th density they are hyper spheres 

Any point you enter, or angle, will go to a different place 

Pineal is for navigation, DMT 

Star kids will move to Maui, they’ll help the earth 

Different agendas on earth mean different realities 

 

• DJ, 8-2018 

CIA & Rockeffellers vs Kennedys, rivals 

Nelson was to be President X 

VP under Ford 

Art collection was a symbol of secret technology moving around within the Deep State 

for decades 

David and Nelson both intel 

“X” is part of torsion diagram 

In Egyptian art it means “the secret” of Atlantis 

Osiris shown here, green or blue skin 

Eye of Horus represents fractions and basis of all mathematics 
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Rockefeller art collection rife with all this 

knowledge 

 

Trump photo with Wonder Woman invisible 

plane 

 

Rockefellers instrumental in Nixon’s 

impeachment, China was a breaking point 

 

   
Nelson…much animosity here 

Rockefeller got Bush in as VP 

Rock may have initiated hit on Reagan for his disclosure leanings 

Ford, Rock, Cheney, Rumsfeld all in the White House together with Kissinger, bad bunch 

of neocons 

Gorbachev publicly stated he shard UFO file with Reagan 

Kandinski and modern art may encode ancient secrets for future generations 

X secrecy has become psychopathic, vicious cycle with public 

X File, Henry Ford, Master Mason 33rd 

He worked with Tesla under Edison for Edison 

High spiritual understanding, best friends with Gandhi! Theosophists. 

Annie Bessant marched with Gandhi in India. 

Ford worked with psychic groups, higher mind. 

Ford was a pacifist 

Mercedes promo, invisible car 
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LED screens 

F35 Optical Invisibility 

Ford’s X-8 engine, genius, this tech went black 

1920s breakthrough engine. His baby, very excited. 

Ford worked in aeronautics, aviation 

X tech moves from America to Germany and back 

Indestructible crystals, firestones, sun power, hidden in Bagdad museum possibly 

US and Turkey rift is about the F-35 invisibility option 

Israel deployed F35 before US did 

None shot down in 2018 so far 

Has a squid image near the cockpit…invisibility camo, which is the squid’s “hat trick” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


